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ADIABATIC LIMITS, NONMUL TIPLICA TIVITY OF SIGNATURE, 
AND LERAY SPECTRAL SEQUENCE 

XIANZHE DAI 

INTRODUCTION 

The l1-invariant is introduced by Atiyah-Patodi-Singer [APS] as the correc-
tion term (from the boundary) for the index formula on a manifold with bound-
ary. In this paper we study the limiting behavior of the l1-invariant of a Dirac 
operator on the total space of a fibration, when the metric along the base di-
rection is multiplied by a factor x-2 and x --> O. This operation of blowing 
up the metric is called passing to the adiabatic limit. The situation arises when 
one considers an open manifold. The usual passage from compact manifolds 
with boundary to open manifolds dictates that we study the contribution from 
the boundaries of an exhaustion. Additional algebraic structure on the open 
manifold often gives rise to a fibration structure on such boundaries, cf. [ADS, 
Mu2]. 

The original motivation, however, comes from a paper of E. Witten [W] 
where the adiabatic limit of the l1-invariant is related to the so-called global 
anomaly. Witten's result was given full mathematical treatment in [BFl, BF2, 
C2l, see also [Silo 

Recently J.-M. Bismut and J. Cheeger, [BCl, BC2], extended the results of 
these papers to the case in which the base of the fibration is a compact spin 
manifold of arbitrary dimension. (Whereas the base in [W, BFl, BF2, C2] 
is a circle.) What they found is that the adiabatic limit of the l1-invariant 
of a Dirac operator on the total space is expressible in terms of a canonically 
constructed differential form, if, on the base. This form if can be viewed as a 
higher dimensional analogue of the l1-invariant in the sense that it is exactly the 
boundary correction term in the Families Index Theorem for manifolds with 
boundary, [BC3, BC4]. 

In their work, they discussed in detail the case when the Dirac operators 
along the fibers are always invertible. Their treatment of the general case (i.e., 
the kernels of these operators have constant dimension) was less complete and 
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explicit although it did suffice for various applications. For example, one can 
recover the work of Atiyah-Donnelly-Singer [ADS] on the Hirzebruch conjec-
ture, and prove results closely related to those of W. Muller [Mu1, Mu2l and 
M. Stern [S]. 

We study questions related to the noninvertible case, which is essential when 
we consider the signature operator because then the kernel is always nonempty 
and is given by the cohomology. Here some new phenomena occur. In particu-
lar, a global contribution arises from the (asymptotically) very small eigenvalues 
(cf. Theorem 0.1). What is more, in the case of the signature operator, these 
eigenvalues have a purely topological significance. In fact, the Leray spectral 
sequence can be recast in terms of these eigenvalues (Theorem 0.2). This is 
reminiscent of Hodge theory. Hence the term Hodge-Leray theory. As a con-
sequence, we are able to identify the global contribution in the adiabatic limit 
formula with a topological invariant coming from the Leray spectral sequence 
of the fibration. 

As an interesting application we give intrinsic characterization of the non-
multiplicativity of signature (see below) in terms of the Leray spectral sequence. 

More precisely, let us consider a fibration of closed manifolds Y -+ M 2k - 1 ~ 
B. Equip M with a submersion metric g M ' 

where gB is a metric on Band gy annihilates the orthogonal compliment of 
the tangent space to the fibers. Blowing up the metric in the horizontal direction 
by a factor x -2 gives us a family of metrics gx' 

We assume that M is spin so that we can consider the Dirac operator Dx 
associated with gx' Further the bundle of vertical spaces TV M is also spin so 
that we have the family of Dirac operators Dy along the fibers. 

It follows that the base space B is also spin and the Dirac operator DB on 
the base is well defined. When ker Dy is a vector bundle on B , one can couple 
DB to it to obtain a twisted Dirac operator DB Q9 ker Dy . Here the connection 
on ker Dy is the projection of a unitary connection on the infinite-dimensional 
bundle of smooth spinor sections along the fibers (cf. § 1.1 ). Its curvature is 
denoted by Ro' 

More generally, we consider the operator Dx twisted by a hermitian vector 
bundle ~ on M . Here ~ is endowed with a unitary connection whose curvature 
is denoted by L C;. We suppress the ~ dependence and use the same notation 
for the twisted Dirac operator. Let 1](DJ be the 1]-invariant of Dx' Also 
let RB denote the curvature of the Levi-Civita connection of gB and R Y the 
curvature of the connection on TV M obtained by the projection of the Levi-
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Civita connection of gM. Our first main result is 

Theorem 0.1 (Adiabatic limit formula). Assume that ker Dy is a vector bundle 
on B . Assume further that dim(ker D x) becomes constant when 0 < x :$ Xo for 
some small xO. Then limx-+o 17(DJ exists in lR and 
(0.1) 

lim 17(Dx) =2 [A(R2
B )/\ij+17(DB ®kerDy)+lim I: sgnAx ' x-+O J B 7t x-+O 

.1.0 ,.1. 1=0 

where the summation LAo, Al =0 runs over all eigenvalues Ax of D x decaying at 
least quadratically in x (see Theorem 1.5). Moreover, 

[A(~:) /\tr(e-L~/21li) _trs(e-Ro/21li) ifdimYeven, 

(0.2) dij = 
ifdimYodd. 

Remark 1. The summation LAo,AI=o is a finite sum (see Theorem 1.5; also 
below). Its limit exists because dim(ker Dx) is assumed to stabilize eventually. 

Remark 2. Formula (0.2) holds without the assumption on dimkerDx . When 
dim Y is even, (0.2) should be viewed as a transgression formula. In fact, by the 
Chern-Weil theory, trs(e-Ro/21li) is a representative of ch(IndD;), the chern 
character of the index bundle for D;. On the other hand, Bismut's local family 
index theorem states that JyA(~;) /\ tr(e-L~/2ni) is also a representative of 
ch(IndD;). Thus ij serves as a canonically constructed transgression between 
the two. When dim Y is odd, the assumption that ker Dy gives a vector bundle 
clearly implies that there is no spectral flow for D y . It is a result of [BF2] that 
JyA( %-) /\ tr(e -L~ /2ni) is a representative for the odd chern class of Dy . Hence 
(0.2) can be interpreted as saying that the higher spectral flow also vanishes. 

When Dy is invertible, the spectrum of Dx is uniformly bounded away from 
0, and the last two terms in (0.1) drop out. Thus formula (0.1) reduces to 
Bismut-Cheeger's adiabatic limit formula [BC2]. In general, there are infinitely 
many eigenvalues of D x approaching 0 as x 1 O. This is due to the fact 
that the operator D x is degenerate elliptic and is in fact one of the essential 
difficulties we have to cope with in the noninvertible case. 

In a recent work [MM], R. Mazzeo and R. Melrose studied the Laplacian in 
the adiabatic limit. Using a general theory of pseudodifferential calculus devel-
oped by R. Melrose et al. and well adapted to degenerate problems, they were 
able to construct a uniform parametrix and obtain a quite explicit description 
of the singularities of Green's operator. We use the same construction to treat 
the resolvent of ~ D x and analyze the behavior of the eigenvalues of D x as 
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x 1 O. We show that (Theorem 1.5) the spectrum of Dx can be divided into 
three parts: those uniformly bounded away from 0, those decaying linearly in 
x (the small eigenvalues), and those, finitely many in number, decaying at least 
quadratically (the very small ones). Roughly speaking, the twisted ", term in 
(0.1) comes from the small eigenvalues, and the last term from the very small 
ones (i.e. the finite sum of their signs). 

Whereas asking dim(ker Dx) to stabilize is a bit unnatural, it guarantees the 
existence of the adiabatic limit of the ",-invariant, which does not happen in 
general. On the other hand, the limit of the reduced ",-invariant, r;, always 
exists in 'RjZ [C2, BC2]. Hence, we have the following modulo Z counterpart 
of Theorem 0.1. 
Theorem 0.1'. Assume that ker Dy is a vector bundle on B. Then 

(0.3) l~ r;(Dx) == J A( ~:) /\ if + r;(DB @ ker Dy) + ~h mod Z, 

where !h == ! dim(ker Dx) -! dimker(DB @kerDy) mod Z is a spin cobordism 
invariant [AS3]. 

An important operator satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 0.1 is the so-
called signature operator A, whose kernel space is identified with the coho-
mology by the Hodge theory. In this case, as we have indicated, the global 
contribution turns out to be a topological invariant. This is a consequence of 
the following interesting result. 
Theorem 0.2. Let Er = the limit of the spaces spanned by the Ax -eigenforms 
associated to eigenvalues Ax such that Ax is O(xr) (r ~ 2) in the adiabatic 
limit; then (Er' x-r d) forms a spectral sequence that is isomorphic to the Leray 
spectral sequence of the fibration. Moreover, the * map induced by the metric 
gx gives rise to the duality map. 

Remark. That such E,'s are well defined is a nontrivial result; compare The-
orem (15) in [MM]. In [CD] we take a different point of view and study the 
adiabatic limit of a filtered differential complex. We prove a somewhat stronger 
version of Theorem 0.2, and use it to study the L 2 -cohomology of a cone bun-
dle. 

Theorem 0.2 gives us a refined adiabatic limit formula in the case of the 
signature operator. Let (Er' dr) (r ~ 2) be the Er -term of the Leray spectral 
sequence of the fibration Y --+ M 4k- 1 --+ B. The orientation gives a natural 
basis e2 on E1k - 1 (in the sense of Chern-Hirzebruch-Serre [CHS], see §4.3), 
which then induces a basis er on E:k - I for each r > 2. Consider the pairing 

( , ) r: E; @ E; ~ 'R, 
rp@ 'II ~ (rp. dr'll, er)· 

Clearly ( , )r is symmetric when restricted to E;k-I. Therefore it gives rise 
to a symmetric matrix whose signature is denoted by r r' Define r = L:r~2 r r . 
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Theorem 0.3. Suppose the fibration Y -+ M 4k- 1 -+ B is oriented (see §4.l), 
then 

where AB denotes the signature operator on Band Ay the family of signature 
operators along Y (jor the precise definition of the operator AB 0 ker A y , see 
§4.1 ). 

Theorem 0.3 can be used to study the multiplicative behavior of the signature, 
in the following sense. Consider an oriented fibration Z -+ N4k -+ B of 
compact manifolds (with or without boundary). Let SignZ denote the signature 
bundle of fibers on B. This virtual bundle can be considered as a Z2-graded 
bundle. It has a natural flat structure. Therefore we can define sign(B, Signz ) , 
the signature of B with coefficients in the Z2-graded flat bundle SignZ (see 
[L]). Let 

A ~f sign(B, Signz ) - sign(N). 

This is clearly a topological invariant of the fibration Z -+ N -+ B. We call 
it the nonmultiplicativity of signature. It measures the deviation of signature 
from being multiplicative. In the case of an oriented fibration of closed mani-
folds Z -+ N -+ B, when 71:1 (B) acts trivially on H*(Z) , the classical Chern-
Hirzebruch-Serre Theorem [CHS] says 

sign N = sign B sign Z. 

In general, the signature for closed oriented manifolds is multiplicative in the 
sense that 

sign N = sign(B , Signz ). 

This follows from the Atiyah-Singer index theorems and the signature theorem 
for twisted coefficients; see [A, ASl, L]. 

For manifolds with boundary, however, this does not hold generally, as exam-
ples show. Hence A f. 0 in general. (But compare [BC5], where it is shown that 
the index theory is asymptotically multiplicative in the invertible case.) There-
fore it would be interesting to compute this nontrivial invariant. The boundary 
of the total space N can arise either from the boundary of the fiber or from 
that of the base. For the simplicity of exposition, we restrict our attention to 
the case when B is closed and {) Z = Y, {) N = M. (The same result holds for 
the other case, i.e. the base has boundary while the fiber is closed, see §4.3.) In 
this case, A depends only on the boundary fibration Y -+ M -+ B by virtue of 
the extended Novikov additivity (cf. [BC5]). We have 

Theorem 0.4 (intrinsic characterization of the nonmultiplicativity). The topol-
ogical invariant r, which is defined from the closed fibration Y -+ M -+ B, 
intrinsically characterizes the nonmultiplicativity of signature. That is, when.ever 
there exists another fibration of manifolds with boundary Z -+ N n -+ B such 
that {) Z = Y, {) N = M, then r = A . 
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Remark. It turns out that the invariant '! also computes the L 2 -signature of 
the associated cone bundle, see [CD]. 

As another application of Theorem 0.3, let us consider a locally symmetric 
space X of Q-rank one. The cross section of a cusp is a flat bundle over a 
compact locally symmetric space, cf. [Mu2]. In this case the invariant '! can 
be shown to be zero (see §4.3). Let Y be the manifold with boundary obtained 
by chopping off all the cusps of X. Using the results of Muller [Mu2] and 
Theorem 0.3, we can show that 

L2-signX = sign(Y, 8Y). 

Roughly speaking, the above suggests that the contributions from the cohomol-
ogy at infinity cancel out. This is quite similar to [APS], where they showed 
that the L 2 -signature of an elongation of a manifold with boundary is the same 
as the signature of the original manifold with boundary. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: 
1. The adiabatic limit of the 1/-invariant 

1.1. The local geometry of a fibration, the Levi-Civita 
superconne_ction and the if-form 

1.2. Formal computation and outline of the proof 
1.3. Large time behavior of heat kernels 
1.4. Small time convergence 

2. Asymptotic behavior of the spectrum 
2.1. Analysis of degenerate elliptic operators 
2.2. Asymptotic behavior of the spectrum 

3. The uniform asymptotic expansion 
3.1. Localization 
3.2. A "rough" parametrix 

4. The signature operator and Hodge-Leray theory 
4.1. The signature operator on an odd-dimensional manifold 
4.2. Hodge-Leray theory of the very small eigenvalues 
4.3. Adiabatic limit of the 1/-invariant and nonmultiplicativity of signa-

ture 

1. THE ADIABATIC LIMIT OF THE 1/-INV ARIANT 

By the work of Bismut-Cheeger the study of the adiabatic limit of the 1/-
invariant of D x is essentially reduced to the study of the large time behavior 
of the heat kernel of D x' In this section we analyze this large time behavior 
via Theorem 1.5, which gives detailed information about the spectrum of Dx 
in the adiabatic limit. Theorem 1.5 is proved in the next section. We begin in 
§ 1.1, with some preliminaries and a brief review of the work of [BC2]. Then 
we present a formal computation, indicating some ideas behind the proof of 
Theorem 0.1. The justification for it is given in §§ 1.3 and 1.4. 
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1.1. The local geometry of a fibration, the Levi-Civita superconnection, and the 
i1-form. Let 

(1.1 ) 

be a smooth fibration of closed manifolds. A connection determines a splitting 
of the tangent bundle of M into its vertical subbundle and horizontal subbun-
dIe, 

( 1.2) 

Let pH, pV denote the projections on T H , TV respectively relative to this 
splitting. We use V's to denote the vertical vectors on M and X's the tangent 
vectors on B as well as their horizontal lifts to M. 

Now equip M with a submersion metric g, which preserves the splitting 
( 1.2), 

* g = n gB + gy. 

The Levi-Civita connection on M is denoted by ,l. This connection does 
not preserve the splitting (1.2). In [B] a unitary connection \7 is defined that 
respects the splitting. In fact, 

V 'L 
V X V = P (V x V) , 

where VB denotes the Levi-Civita connection on B. Denote by T the torsion 
tensor of 'Il and S the difference tensor of \7L and \7. Correspondingly, one 
has 'IlL,x and SX for gx ('Il is invariant under this partial scaling). It can be 
verified that [BC2, §4(a)] 

and is in uppertriangular form (in terms of the splitting (1.2)) with the diagonal 
entry V. Consequently, its curvature is also in uppertriangular form with the 
diagonal entry R = V2 • From this we deduce 

Lemma 1.1. Let P be an O(n)-invariant polynomial on the Lie algebra o(n), 
and RX, R = R Y E9 RB the curvatures of \7L ,x, \7 respectively. Then 

lim P(Rx /2ni) = P(R/2ni) = P(RY /2ni)P(RB /2ni). x-o 
Assume from now on that n( = dim M) is odd. Further, assume that both 

M and TV M are spin. Consequently, so is B. By [BC2, §1], the spinorbundle 
F(M) of the total space is related to F(B), the spinor bundle of the base, and 
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F(Y), the spinor bundle of TV M, in the following way: 

F(M) = n* F(B) ® F(Y). 

Let ~ be a hermitian bundle on M with unitary connection yoe and curvature 
Le, and let yoU denote the connection on F(M) ® ~ defined by 

U 1 '" yo = yo - 2" ~(S(ei)ei' .), 

where {ei } is a local orthonormal basis for TV M. The Dirac operator along 
the fiber Dy is defined as Dy = ei yo e' We have the following nice formula for 
Dx [BC2, (4.26)]. I 

Lemma 1.2. If if,,,} is a local orthonormal basis for T B , then 
2 

( 1.3) Dx = X Lfa. 'V~a +Dy - ~ L fa.fpT(fa.' f p)' 
a. a.~p 

For simplicity, we denote DB = Ea. fa. 'VIa' T = Ea.~p Ia.fpT(fa.' fp)' 

We now recall the definition of the Levi-Civita superconnection introduced 
by Bismut in [B]. The smooth sections of F (Y) ® ~ can be viewed as the smooth 
sections of an infinite-dimensional vector bundle Boo over B. The fiber of 
Boo over a point y E B is the space of smooth sections of (F(Y) ® ~)lll'-l(y) • 

Thus it comes with a natural L 2 -metric. The connection 'Vu induces a unitary 
connection 9-u on Boo' If we wish to regard the operator Dx as acting on 
sections of F(B) ® Boo' we simply write ~u for "i/ in (1.3). The Levi-Civita 
superconnection Bt on Boo is the superconnection 

( 1.4) 

where c(T) = Ea.~pdya.dyPT(Ia., fp), and dya. denotes the I-form dual to 
fa.' It follows from (1.3) that ~Dx is the Dirac operator coupled to the Levi-
Civita superconnection BX -2, cf. [BC2, Appendix 1]. 

The asymptotics of heat kernels associated to the Levi-Civita superconnection 
exhibit some remarkable cancellations. The first one is expressed in the local 
index theorem for families [B, BF2]. Essential to our discussion are the other 
two cancellation results [BC2]; i.e. when dim Y = 21 is even 

(1.5) trJ(Dy +c(T)/4t)e-B(2] = O(ti/2) ast-+O, 

or when dim Y = 21 - 1 is odd 

(1.6) tlven[(Dy+c(T)/4t)e-B;]=O(ti/2) ast-+O, 

where treVen indicates taking the even form part of tr. 
Remarkably, when ker Dy is a vector bundle on B, the expressions on the 

left-hand sides of (1.5), (1.6) are also well behaved for the large time. In fact, 
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it is shown in [BGV] (in a more general setting) that for dim Y = 2/, 

(1.7) trs[(Dy + c(T)j4t)e -B;] = O(t-I) as t -+ 00, 

and for dim Y = 21 - 1 , 

( 1.8) tlven[(Dy + c(T)j4t)e-B;] = O(t-I) as t -+ 00. 

By virtue of (1.5)-( 1.8), we now define a differential form on B, the 'fj form 

1 In J~ trs [( Dy + C~~) )e-B;] 2~~2 if dim Y = 2/, 

'fj= _1 Joo even [(D C(T)) -B;]~ ·f d· Y=2/-1 r.;; tr y + 4 e 1/2 1 1m . v 1T. 0 t 2t 

For example, the first integral is convergent at 0 because of (1.5), and conver-
gent at 00 because of (1.7). 

The 'fj should be viewed as a higher dimensional analogue of the 17-invariant. 
In fact, when dim Y = 21 - 1 is odd, its O-form component is exactly the 17-
invariant of the Dirac operator along the fiber. Moreover, results of [BC3, 
BC4] show that it is precisely the boundary correction term in the Families 
Index Theorem for manifolds with boundary. We also point out that when 
dim Y = 21 the I-form component of 'fj represents the Quillen connection 
of the determinant line bundle det D; , which is interpreted by Witten as the 
covariant anomaly [W]; see also [BF2, C2, F]. 

We normalize 'fj by defining 

if dim Y = 21, 

if dim Y = 21 - 1 . 

Here we decompose the odd (respectively even) form 'fj into its homogeneous 
components ['f[]2J-I (respectively ['f[]2)· 

Theorem 1.3 (Bismut-Cheeger). Assume that Dy , the Dirac operator along the 
fiber, is always invertible. Then the limit limx-+o r;(DJ = limx-+o h(Dx ) exists 
in lR and 

Moreover, 
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We briefly recall the basic ideas involved in the proof. By virtue of the local 
regularity result of [BF2], the 17-invariant of Dx has a heat kernel representa-
tion: 

1 (+oo -1/2 -td 
17(Dx) = ,.fii io t tr(Dxe x) dt. 

Note that this involves the contribution from the heat kernel for all the time. 
For t E (0, T], we have uniform convergence as x ---+ 0 (in the case of odd-
dimensional fiber, the other case similar), 

( 1.9) 

tr(Dxe-D;t) = vn. k ( A'URB)treVen((Dy + C(4T ))e-B;) + O(x(l + TN)) 
(2m) iB t 

for some N. This is shown in [BC2, §4] by exploitation ofthe so-called Getzler's 
transformation. 

For large time the heat kernel contribution is negligible as x ---+ o. This is 
because when Dy is invertible, there is a uniform lower bound for the smallest 
eigenvalues of D;, see [BC2, §4] for the details. 

1.2. Formal computation and outline of the proof. Our starting point is the fol-
lowing observation, which is a direct consequence of the proof of Theorem 1.3 
(cf. (1.9) above). 

Proposition 1.4. Without the assumption that Dy is invertible, one can still find 
a small positive number Q: such that 

provided either one of the limits exists. 

Here the second term is the large time contribution alluded to previously. The 
discussion on the invertible case indicates that information about the spectrum 
of D x in the adiabatic limit is crucial in understanding the large time behavior 
of the heat kernel. In this respect, we have the following result, the proof of 
which is deferred to §2. 

Theorem 1.5. For x> 0 the eigenvalues of Dx depend analytically on x. Thus 
there are (countably many) analytic functions Ax such that spec(D) = {Ax} for 
all x > o. Moreover, when ker Dy is a vector bundle on B: 

(A) asymptotic behavior. There exists a positive constant Ao such that either 
Ax is uniformly bounded away from 0 by Ao' 

IAxl ;::: Ao > 0, 

or Ax has a complete asymptotic expansion as x ---+ 0, 
2 Ax '" AI X + A2x + ... , 
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where Al E spec(DB ® ker Dy). Here the connection on ker Dy is given by 
projecting the connection vU on ker Dy . In the latter case, the correspondence 
Ax +-+ AI is bijective (counting multiplicity); 

(B) uniform remainder estimate. If Ax corresponds to Al and Al =I 0, then 
2 2 (1.11) Ax=AIX+X C(X)Al' 

with IC(x)l:::; C uniformly bounded; 
(C) finiteness. For any K> 0, 

#{Ax I Ax '" AIX + ... and IAll :::; K} < +00. 
In particular, the number of eigenvalues with Al = 0 (those of at least quadratic 
decay) is finite. 

Granted Theorem 1.5, the generalized adiabatic limit formula (Theorem 0.1) 
can be seen formally as follows. By making a substitution (or rescaling) 

(1.12) 

= I + II + III. 
In I note that for t E [x2- a , +00) and IAxl ~ Ao' t(~Ax)2 ~ A~X-a. There-

fore lim lA e-t(~;.j = 0 , x ..... o x x . 
For II we have ~Ax -. Al for Al E spec(DB ® ker Dy). Thus 

1. 1 1 -t( 1;. )2 1 _t;.2 
1m -II. e x x = II. e I 

x ..... oX x 1 

Finally for III, we use Mellin's formula to get 

1+00 t-l/2 1 1 -t(~;.x)2dt (1 1 ) 100 -1/2 -u d -Axe = sgn -AX u e u. 
x2- a X X x 2- a 

Hence, modulo technical problems arising from infinite sums, 

lim roo t- I /2tr(Dxe- tD;)dt=0+ roo t-l/2tr[(DB®kerDy)e-t(DB®kerDy)2)dt 
x"'" 0 1x-a 10 

+ lim Vi " sgnAx ' x ..... o L..... 
;'x~;'2X2+ ... 
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and consequently, Proposition 1.4 yields 

The above formal calculation suggests the following. 
(1) Those eigenvalues that are uniformly bounded away from 0 do not con-

tribute. 
(2) Those eigenvalues that decay exactly linearly in x give rise to the twisted 

ll-invariant on the base. 
(3) The finiteness result in Theorem 1.5 justifies the calculation of III. 
The justification of (1) involves estimates by the finite propagation speed 

technique [CGT], while that of (2) is a consequence of Theorem 1.5. In § 1.3 
combining (1) and (2), we prove a stronger result. We show that the heat kernel 
on the total space under the metric shrinking of the fibers converges to the heat 
kernel on the base. 

Remark 1. Notice that after rescaling, the time interval for integration in (1.2) 
is [x2- a , 00). So there arises the question of small time convergence. This is 
dealt with in § 1.4. 

Remark 2. Intuitively, when we are in the finite time, the effect of blowing up 
is to localize on the base. Hence the semilocal term 2 IB A /\ if. When time 
goes like x -2 , which is comparable to the speed at which the base is blowing 
up, one starts to pick up some global contributions. This is the twisted 11 term. 
After x -4 , one picks up some "very" global information, i.e. the very small 
eigenvalues. In [DM], using the notion of blow up in [M2], the above picture 
can be made very precise, thus giving an essentially complete description of the 
heat kernel in the adiabatic limit. The discussion generalizes to manifolds with 
boundary as well. 

1.3. Large time behavior of heat kernels. Motivated by the above formal calcu-
lation, we rescale the (large) time interval [x -a , 00) back to [x 2- a , 00) , 

This rescaling corresponds to the metric rescaling 

which shrinks the metric along the fiber direction. Our first step toward proving 
the adiabatic limit formula is the following result, which" appears to have an 
interest of its own. 
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Theorem 1.6. Let Do = DB ® ker Dy . Then for N = p + 1 + nt5 and x small 

(1.13) Itr' (~Dxe-t(~Dj) - tr(Doe-tD~)1 :::; ~: e-C't, 

where tr' indicates taking trace over those eigenvalues, which decay at most 
linearly in x. Here and throughout, the C's are constants that depend on the 
dimensions and geometry of the manifolds considered but not on t and x . 

Taking into account the rest of the eigenvalues (i.e., those decaying quadrati-
cally) by using Theorem 1.5, we can rewrite the result in Theorem 1.6 in a nicer 
although weaker form, 

(1.14) Itr (~Dxe-t(~Dj) - tr(Doe-tD6 )I :::; C; + C') x. 

Roughly speaking, this formula says that when the total space collapses to the 
base (in the sense of Cheeger-Gromov) its heat kernels converge to the corre-
sponding heat kernels on the base. 

The proof of Theorem 1.6 goes exactly as our formal calculation suggested, 
except that we take a different dividing line between the large eigenvalues (those 
not contributing) and small eigenvalues (those giving rise to the twisted 11 term). 
This is determined by the uniform remainder estimate of Theorem 1.5. It turns 
out that workable dividing lines are AoXa for any 0 < a < 1 . We take a = 1/2. 

Proof. One has 

tr' (~Dxe-t(~Dx)2) = L:'~Axe-t(~,tj, 

where the summation L:' runs over all (nonzero) eigenvalues of Dx that decay 
at most linearly. Also 

t (D -tD~) _ "", -t,t~ r oe - L .. ,",e , 
where the summation runs over all (nonzero) eigenvalues of Do' Thus 

Itr' (~Dxe -t(~Dj) - tr(Doe-tD~)1 

= 1L:'~Axe-t(~,tj - L:A,e-t,t~1 

< I L: .!., -t(~,tx)21 + IL:' .!., -t(~,tj -L:' -t,t~1 - Axe l,t 1<). 'x Axe A,e. x x OVA X 
l,txl~,toVx 

We now divide our discussion into two parts. 
( 1) Large eigenvalues. Define 

!, (A) = Ae-{ 
t,t2 

x 0 
if IAI ? Aol Vi , 
otherwise; 

if IAI ? Aol Vi , 
otherwise. 
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Then the operators fx(~Dx) and hx(~Dx) can be defined by the spectral the-
orem. Moreover, by the spectral mapping theorem, 

for x small enough. Choose a nonnegative function IPx(A) E COO ( -00, +00) 
such that IPx(A) == 0 for IAI :s; Ao/2vix and IPx(A) == I for IAI ~ Ao/vix. Further 
IiIPxlic2 :s; C uniformly for x E (0, 1]. Set 

Clearly we have 

tr(hx(~Dx)) :s; tr(Hx(~DJ). 

Let kH = kH (lD) denote the (Schwartz) kernel of the operator Hx(~Dx) 
(with r~spect t~ xthe volume element induced by the metric x 2 gx). We want 
to estimate kH by the finite propagation speed technique of Cheeger-Gromov-

x 
Taylor [CGT]. 

First of all, note that ~Dx corresponds to the metric x 2 gx. The sectional 
curvature of this metric is bounded by C(I/x2 ) , and the injectivity radius is 
bounded from below by Cx (cf. [C2]). Therefore, by (1.29) of [CGT], one has 
the pointwise estimate 

( 1.15) 

/
+00 

where n = dimM. Thus it remains to estimate 0 1j{(k\S)I ds. To do this, 
write 

( 1.16) 1j{(k)(s)1 ds = 2 (1 + i)Ij{(k)(s)1 ds. L+oo L+oo 1 
o 0 (l+s) 

We show that 
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By calculus and the basic properties of the Fourier transform, we have 

(1 +i)B(k)(s) = B(k)(s) +iB(k)(S) 
= B(k)(s) + (i B(s))(k) - 2k(sB)(k-l) _ (k _ 1)2 B(k-I)(S) 

(1.17) = B(k)(S) + (ir(S))(k) - 2k(it)(k-l) - (k _ 1)2B(k-I)(S). 

Now 

IB(k)(s)1 = If e-iSA(_iA/H(A)dAI 

::; C { Il+2 e _tA2
1 dA 

JIAI?AO/2../X 

( 1.18) < 2 roo C(k) M-tA2/2dA = C(k) e-tA~/4X. 
- JAo/2../X t(k+I)/2 t(k+I)/2 

The last step comes from the elementary inequality 

( 1.19) 
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One can apply the same argument as above to estimate (it)(k-l) and 
(ir)(k). Plug (1.18) and the corresponding estimates for (it)(k-l) and (ir)(k) 
in (1.17), and together with (1.15), (1.16), one finds 

C -tA~/4x 
IkHx(tD) ::; x n+l t(n+5)/2 e . 

Thus one can integrate to obtain 

tr (Hx (kDx)) ::; xP+I~+5)/2e-tA~/4X, 
where p is the dimension of the base B. Consequently, 
( 1.20) 

I '"' .!.A e -t(tAx)21 < C e -tA~/4x < C(p, AO)X e -tA~/8x 
~ X x - x p+l t<n+5)/2 - tP+2+(n+5)/2 ' 

IAx/xl>Ao/../X 
again by (1.19). 

(2) Small eigenValues. If IAxl < AO ' then by Theorem 1.5, ~Ax -+- AI for 
some AI E spec(Do). Since we are taking tr' , we have Al =f. o. Now 

I 2:' k Axe- t(t Ax)2 - 2: Ale-tAi I 
IAxldo../X 

::; I 2:' (kAx_ AI)e- t(t Ax)21+1 2:' AI (e- t(t Ax)2 _e-tAi)1 
lAX I do../X IAxldo../X 

(1.21) +1 2: Ale-tAil =I+II+III. 
IA\I ?Ao/2../X 
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By the same argument as we show (1.20) (in a simpler situation), it is easy 
to see that 

III < ~e -tA~/4x < C x e -tA~/8x 
- tp / 2 - tp / 2+l 

To estimate I and II, we invoke the uniform remainder estimate in Theo-
rem 1.5. Note that the remainder there is bounded by a uniform constant times 
the square of AI ' which can be arbitrarily large. To cope with this problem, we 
now use the fact that the summations are over IAxl < AOv'x, together with the 
estimates (2.12), (2.13) in the proof of Theorem 1.5, to show that AI cannot 
grow too fast relative to x. 

Since ~Ax -. AI' by taking x -. 0 in (2.12) where Ax obeys (2.13), we 
deduce 

IAI -A~I s C. 
Now IAxl <AOv'x together with (2.13) and (2.12) yields 

I - 11 I AO 2Ao IAol S IAxl + Cx S xAx + 2C S v'x + 2C S v'x' 

Combining the two gives 
IAII S 3Aol v'x. 

Hence AI grows no faster than X- I / 2 • It follows from this and the uniform 
remainder estimate that 

( 1 )2 A2 
xAx = A;(1 + XC(X)A/;::: d ' 

provided x S 1/36A~C2. This combined with (1.11) implies 

IS L xCA;e-I(~Ax)2 S xC L A;e- IA;/4 
A,,<O A,,<O 

Cx -C'l 
S n/2+1 e . 

t 

The last step is by virtue of (1.19) and the standard heat kernel estimates (cf., 
say, [CGT]). 

For II, notice that by using the inequality Ie -A - 11 S IAle lAI (which follows 
by the standard expansion), 

le- l (t AX)2 _ e-IA;1 = le-IA;(e-I[(~AJ-A;l_ 1)1 
2 2 2 2 S tCA~xe -IA,(1-2CxIA,I-C x A,) 

Therefore, 
II < C t"" IA 13 -0;/4 < ~ -C'l _ x L... I e - n/2+1 e . 

t 
These estimates combined with (1.20) give us (1.13). D 
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Remark. The above method allows a more general statement. For example, if 
f E 9([0, +00)) is in the Schwartz class, then the same argument (with a slight 
adaptation) gives an estimate of the same type for 1 tr' (f(~Dx)) - tr' (f(Do))I. 
Here the first tr' means the same as before, and the second tr' indicates taking 
out the zero spectrum. An interesting example of such an f would be e-o,2, 

which gives rise to the heat kernel. Thus 

1 tr' (e -tdDx)2) _ tr' (e -tD~)1 ::; C: e -c' t. 
t 

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.6, we have 

Corollary 1.6. There exists p > 0 sufficiently small such that 

( 1.22) 

if either one of the limits exists in lR. 

Proof 

In the last step above, we used Mellin's formula and the fact that the number of 
eigenvalues that decay at least quadratically is finite. Now take 0 < P < 1/2N 
and apply Theorem 1.6. 0 

1.4. Small time convergence. In the proceeding section large time behavior of 
the heat kernel is analyzed by virtue of our detailed knowledge of the (small) 
eigenvalues. As a result we obtained (1.22), which furnished a justification for 
(1) and (2) of §1.2, but only for the time interval [x- 2+P, 00), where P is a 
sufficiently small positive number. Thus we are left with the task of showing 
that the remaining piece (the small time contribution after the rescaling) is 
negligible. This is done by establishing a uniform asymptotic expansion. 

Theorem 1.7. One has the following uniform pointwise asymptotic expansion, 
N-I 

(1.23) tr(Dxe- tD;) = L a;(t)(tx2//2 + 0((tX2t/2) , as x ---+ 0, 
;=-n 

where a;(t)'s are bounded for t ~ 1, and so is 0(·). 
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The proof of this theorem is given in §3. Here we demonstrate that Theorems 
1.6 and 1.8 combined imply the small time convergence. 

Proposition 1.8. For any P > 0 small, 2 > a > 0, 

(1.24 ) 

Proof That tr(D xe -tD~) converges as x 1 0 implies significant cancellation 
here. In fact, since for fixed t the left-hand side of (1.23) approaches a finite 
limit as x -+ 0, we must have 

ai = 0, if i < O. 

A further cancellation result is furnished by our uniform asymptotic expansion 
and estimate (1.14). Again, 

Now we apply the uniform asymptotic expansion (1.23) to tr(Dxe-tCi:Dj) with 
t/x2 as the new time parameter. Thus 

1 2 N'-I . , 
tr(Dxe -tt-xDx ) ) = L ai(t/x 2 )t l / 2 + O(tN /2), 

i=O 

and hence 

( 1.25) 

To obtain cancellation in the x parameter, we use the estimate (1.14). Take 
M ~ N + 1, N' ~ 2M + 1 and set x = tM -+ O. By the same reasoning as 
above one finds 

Or 
ai(t-I) = 0(t1J'-1 - 2(2J-l)). 

Plugging in (1.25) we finally arrive at 

N'-I 

( 1 -t(ID )2) "" (i-I)--M..- -~ 0 N'/2/ -I) tr x D x e x x = L....t a i t 2M - 1 X 2M - 1 + (t X , 
1=0 
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where a~ are bounded functions. Consequently 
p 

11:-a t- I / 2 tr (~Dxe-I(~Dj)dtl 
x P 

~ CX I /(2M-I) 12-a t- I / 2- M /(2M-I) dt 
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N'-I xP 
+ L Cx(i-I)(aM-I)/(2M-l) 12-a t- I / 2 dt + C(xp _ x 2- a )x(N'-I)a/2-1 

i=1 x 
N'-l 

~ CXa/(4M-2) + L CX(i-I)(aM-l)/(2M-I) (xP/2 _ X I - a/2) 

i=1 

+ C(xp _ x2-a)X(N' -1)a/2-1. 

Taking M ~ a -I and N' ~ 2a -I + 1 gives us (1.24). 0 

Proof of Theorem 0.1. By Proposition 1.4, Corollary 1.7, and Proposition 1.9, 
to show the existence of limx _ o I1(AJ and the resulting formula for it, we just 
have to show the existence of limx _ o EAO,A1=0 sgnAx ' The only way it would 
not exist is if such a Ax fluctuates around 0 as x 1 O. This is prevented by 
our assumption that dim(ker Dx) stabilizes eventually. 

As for the transgression formula, we prove it for dim Y odd since the dis-
cussions are parallel. Let us first note that (cf. [BC2, (4.38)]) 

o B2 (OB B2) o t tr( e - t) = -d tr 0/ e - t 

= -dtr ((Dy + C~~)) e-B;) 2t~/2' 
Taking the odd form part, we have 

%t trOdd(e-Bt2) = _dtlven ((Dy + C~~)) e-B;) 2t~/2' 

Thus 
~ . odd _B2 . odd _B2 -dl1 = lIm tr (e t) - lIm tr (e t). 

1-00 1-0 

Here fi is the unnormalized version of if; see § 1.1. It is shown in [BF2] that 

• odd _B2 i ~ y -L~ lIm tr (e t) = A(iR) A tr(e ). 
1-0 Y 

On the other hand, when ker Dy is a vector bundle, it is proved in [BGV] that 

. _B2 -R hme t=e 0, 
1-00 

where Ro is the curvature of the connection on ker Dy . Since e-Ro contains 
only even forms, our formula follows. 0 
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2. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF THE SPECTRUM 

This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.5. Recall that Dx is 
associated with the metric that is rescaled in the base direction by x-2 • From 
the local point of view, the rescaling is making the operator D x better since 
the local geometry is simplifying. And this is the reason that for the finite time 
behavior of the heat kernel one can work effectively with the so-called Getzler's 
transformation. However, from the global point of view, the elliptic operator 
Dx becomes degenerate as x ! O. This degeneracy is the essential difficulty 
here. 

Recently using a general theory of pseudodifferential calculus developed by 
Melrose et al. (cf. [MI-M3]), Mazzeo and Melrose [MM] constructed a uni-
form parametrix for the Laplacian in the adiabatic limit. From there they obtain 
a quite explicit description of the singularities of Green's operator. Their con-
struction extends to Dirac operators as well. Our main point here is to use this 
description to show that the resolvents of the operators ~ D x are L 2 -bounded 
and further as L 2 -bounded operators these resolvents depend smoothly on the 
parameter x down to x = O. The result, combined with the regular perturba-
tion theory, gives us the asymptotic behavior of the small eigenvalues at x = 0, 
in §2.2. The finiteness result, which is a consequence of ellipticity, is also dis-
cussed there. The uniform remainder estimate is established by a deformation 
argument where the local geometry of the fibration plays a definite role. 

2.1. Analysis of degenerate elliptic operators. We first fix some notations. 
Throughout this section, for Z a manifold with corner, U c Z an embedded 
submanifold, and E -+ Z a vector bundle, /m(Z, U; E) denotes the space of 
E-valued distributions conormal to U, of order m. The reader is referred to 
[H] for the basic properties of conormal distributions. 

Let M be the total space of the fibration (1.1). Set 

x = [0,00) x M, Z = [0, 00) x M x M = X x M. 

The spinor bundle F(M) lifts to X and Z in the obvious way. The Schwartz 
kernels of the operators concerned here are generally distributions on Z . How-
ever, the degeneracy of our problem means that these distributions have com-
plicated singularities. One of the central ideas in [MM] is the notion of blow 
up. 

Let 

Q = {(O, p, p')I71L (p) = 7lR (p')} c Z = [0,00) x M x M, 

where 7l Land 7l R are the left and right fibrations. The blow up of Z along 
the submanifold Q is 

ZQ = SNQ U [Z\Q], 

where SNQ is the inward-pointing unit spherical bundle of Q in Z. This 
is a manifold with corner with two codimension 1 boundary faces and one 
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codimension 2 boundary face. As a set it is given by replacing Q by SNQ. It 
comes equipped with the 'blow-down' map 

1tQ: ZQ -Z, 

which is the identity away from the 'front face' SNQ, which we denote ff(ZQ) . 
The blown up space ZQ has a unique c'X) structure such that 1tQ is a Coo 
diffeomorphism from ZQ \ff(ZQ) to Z\Q and has rank dimB + 2 dim Y + 1 at 
ff(ZQ). Moreover, the diagonal Ll = {(x, p, p)1 x ~ 0, P E M} has a unique 
lift Llr to ZQ' which intersects ff(ZQ) transversally; see [MM]. 

The significance of the blown up space ZQ is that the singularities of the 
parametrix and hence of the resolvents can be much better described when lifted 
up to ZQ. Let R be a defining function of the front face. Then p = x / R is 
a defining function for the boundary face other than the front face. As we will 
see, besides the usual diagonal singularity the boundary singularity only involves 
the powers of these defining functions. 

Following [MM], the Schwartz kernels here are taken with respect to the 
singular measure dgx = x-P dg. By a straightforward modification of the 
construction in [MM] (for the simplicity of notation, in what follows, we use 
"Hom" to denote "EndF(M)" and "F" to denote "F(M)"), we have 

Proposition 2.1. Assume that ker Dy gives a vector bundle on B. If A. ft spec(Do)' 
then the resolvent (~D x - A.) -I exists for x sufficiently small. Further, its 
Schwartz kernel lies in the space x:§ where 

:§ = I~I(ZQ' Llr ; Hom) + pP-ICOO(ZQ' Hom) + xP-1logR. Coo(Z, Hom) 

+xP-1Coo(Z, Hom) 

and it maps COO (X ,F) into itself. Here r;;1 consists of all conormal distribu-
tions in rl that vanish in a neighborhood of 8ZQ \ff(ZQ). 

With this explicit description of the resolvent, we can now proceed to prove 

Theorem 2.2. Every element of x:§ defines a bounded operator on L2(M, F) 
and consequently (~Dx - A.)-I (A. ft spec(Do)) defines a family of bounded 
operators on L 2 (M , F). Furthermore, this family depends smoothly on x down 
to x = o. 
Proof We divide the proof into two parts, corresponding to the two statements 
in the theorem. 

(A) One shows that each element of 

xl; 1 (ZQ ' Llr ; Hom) , 
xP 10gR· Coo(Z, Hom), 

p-I oo( xp C ZQ' Hom), 
xPCoo(Z, Hom) 

defines bounded operator on L2(M, F) . This is clear for elements in 
x P Coo(Z , Hom). We now look at XpP-I Coo(ZQ' Hom). Let y, z be local 
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coordinate systems on Band Y respectively. Since we are using the singular 
measure dgx = x-P dydz, if G is a Schwartz kernel, then 

f ' , , , (Gcp) (x , y, z) = 1M G(x, y, z, y , z )cp(y , z )dgx 

= JM x-PGcpdy' dz'. 

For G E XpP-ICOO(ZQ' Hom), 

0' ~ x-PG E x-P+1 pP-ICOO(ZQ' Hom) = R1-PCOO(ZQ' Hom). 

If x > 0, we have R > ° and G' clearly defines a L 2 -bounded operator. Thus 
it suffices to prove the statement for x = 0. By using the Schwarz inequality, 

J 2 J IJ ' , , , , , '12 I(Gcp)(x, y, z)1 dydz = G (x, y, z, y ,z )cp(y ,z )dy dz dydz 

(2.1) $ J (J 10' (x, y, z, y' , z')ldy' dz') 

x (J Io'(x, y, z, y', z')lIcp(y' , z')12dy' dZ') dy dz. 

Introduce polar coordinates around Q: 

R ( 2 + 1 '12)1/2 = X y-y , 
x y-y , , ( ') w = R' ---yr- = (p, w ) , y, z , z . 

This defines a local coordinate near the front face on ZQ' We can take our 
previous defining function R and replace it by the above defined R since they 
are both defining functions for the front face. Let 

, p-I , , , 
IGI(R,w)= sup IR G(R,w,z,y,z)l. 

I I 
Z ,Y ,z 

This is a smooth function of Rand w. Therefore 

IG(O,y,z,y ,z)ldy dz = IG(R,w,z,y,z)IR dRdw J ' "" J ' , p-I , 

$ IG I(R, w)dRdw = C < 00. J ' " 
Plug this into (2.1) to get 

J 1 (Gcp)(O , y, z)12dy dz 

$ C IG (0, y, z, y ,z )lIcp(y ,z)1 dy dz dydz 'JJ ' ",,2 , , 

= C' J (J 10'(0, y, z, y', z')1 dy dZ) Icp(y', z')12dy'dz' 

$ C,2 J ICP(y', z')12dy'dz'. 
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This is the desired L2-boundedness of xtl-1COO(ZQ' Hom). From the 
proof, we see that the singularity here comes from the factor R 1- P , which 
is cancelled in the polar coordinates. The argument clearly carries over for 
xP 10gR· COO(Z , Hom). 

For XI~1 (ZQ' d r ; Hom) , one reduces it to the L 2 -boundedness of 

xI;OO(ZQ' d r ; Hom) c xCOO(ZQ' d r ; Hom). 

Then, because the support of the elements of xI;OO(ZQ' d r ; Hom) is 
contained in {p "I O}, the same argument as above works also for 
xI~OO(ZQ' d r ; Hom). For the reduction we need the following version of 
Hormander's lemma. 

Lemma 2.3. If A E IO(ZQ' d r ; Hom) and 1/ E COO(M, OM) is a positive 
density on M, then there exists a constant C> 0 and B E IO(ZQ' 4; Hom), 
selfadjoint with respect to // such that 

* 2 00 (2.2) A A = -B + C +R, R E r (ZQ' d r ; Hom), 

where A* is taken with respect to 1/. 

Proof First a little explanation is in order. Note that (see [MIl) 
° -00 -00 I (ZQ' d r ; Hom) c C (ZQ' Hom) = C (Z, Hom). 

Thus every G E IO(ZQ' dr ; Hom) defines 

G: Coo(X, F) ---+ 

U 
COO({x} x M, F) ---+ 

COO (X ,F) 
u 

COO({x} x M, F). 

The element 1/ gives a positive density on every {x} x M, with respect to 
which we can define 

G*: COO ( {x} x M, F) ---+ COO ( {x} x M, F). 

One checks that G* is still in IO(ZQ' dr ; Hom) and its symbol behaves 
like the usual symbol. (This is nothing but simultaneously taking adjoints of the 
operators for each parameter.) Hence (2.2) follows from the formal properties 
of the symbolic calculus, as in the proof of Hormander's lemma; cf. [H, MI]. 

Now, using Lemma 2.3, we can verify the L 2 -boundedness of 
xI~ 1 (ZQ' dr ; Hom). Take X E COO (ZQ) such that X == I on the support 
of the given element A of XI~1 and X vanishes on the nonfront face of the 
boundary. Then by (2.2) 

IIA4>112 = (4), XA* AX4» 

= -lIxB4>1I2 + Cllx4>11 2 + (4), xR4» 

~ (C + C')1I4>1I 2 , if IIxR4>1I ~ C'II4>II. 
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This reduces the L2-boundedness of xl;; 1 to that of xI;;oo, which can be 
handled by our previous argument. 

(B) We now turn to the proof of smooth dependence of the resolvents on x. 
By the principle of uniform boundedness, it suffices to show that for ¢, IIf E 
L 2(M, F), G E xJJ, we have F(x) = (G¢, 1If) E Coo([O, +(0)). Here the 
inner product ( , ) on L 2(M, F) is induced by gM. First let us note that 
F(x) E L1oc([0, +(0)). In fact, one has 

(2.3) J IF(x)llx(x)ldx :::; C(x)II¢11 21111f112' 

where C(X) is a constant depending only on x, a compactly supported smooth 
function on [0, (0). To see this, write out 

J ' , , , , 
F(x) = G(x, y, z, y , z )¢(y , z )1If(y, z)dgx dg. 

Then J IF(x)llx(x)ldx:::; J IxIIGII¢lllIfldxdg~ dg. 

Since 
c;p -I p-I 00 

G E XC' = xlo (ZQ' ~r; Hom) + xp C (ZQ' Hom) 

+xP 10gR. Coo(Z , Hom) + xP Coo(Z , Hom), 

one finds 
-p -p -I 00 P G E xp 10 (ZQ' ~r; Hom) + R C (ZQ' Hom) 

+RP 10gR. Coo(ZQ' Hom) + RP Coo(Z , Hom). 

By using Lemma 2.3, we can assume that 

p -P G E RCoo(ZQ' Hom) + RP log RCoo (ZQ ' Hom) + RP Coo(Z , Hom). 

Hence p-PG = R 1/ 2G' where G' is bounded continuous on Z. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that ¢(y', z') and lIf(y, z) are com-

pactly supported. Now 

J IxIIGII¢lllIfldxdg~ dg:::; C J R-p +1/21¢111If1 dxdy' dz' dydz. 

Here the integration in x is over a bounded interval. Note that 

R ( 2 1 '12)1/2 = X + y-y . 

Let R' = ((x - X')2 + Iy - y'1 2)1/2 . Then 

J R-P+1/21¢lllIfldxdy' dz' dydz:::; J R'-P+I/2 1¢lllIfldxdx' dy' dz' dydz. 

Here the integrations in both x and x' are over bounded intervals. The desired 
estimate now follows from Schur's lemma. 
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We now show the tangential regularity. 

Lemma 2.4. F(x) is conormal to {x = O}: F(x) E J(([O, +00)). 

Proof To show this, we have to check that (xox)kF(x) E L1oc([0, +00)) for 
any integer k. For k = 0, this is (2.3). For k = 1 , note that xOx lifts trivially 
to ~(ZQ)' tangent to dr' Since :9' (thus x:9') is invariant under the action 
of this type of vector fields of ~(ZQ)' (xox)G is also in x:9' . Hence 

(xox)F(x) = ((xoJGrp, '1') E L1oc([0, +00)). 

Repeating this argument finishes the proof. 
The next lemma gives the normal regularity. 

Lemma 2.5. The Mellin transform of F(x), 
t-l 

X '-00 r(t)F(X)EC ([0,+00)), 

extends to an entire function in t E C, i.e. F(x) E J(' ([0, +00)). 

Proof Note that frn-F(x) = ((tmG)4>, '1'). Hence fm-F(x) is holomorphic 
on the halfplane Re t :::: 1. Now if 4> E COO (M , F), then Proposition 2.1 
implies G4> E Coo(Z , F) . Consequently 1(~; F(x) is entire. 

For 4> E L2(M, F), choose 4>6 E COO(M, F) such that 114>6 - 4>112 - 0 as 
6 - 0 and 114>6112 ~ 2114>11. Set 

F6(x) = (G4>6 , '1'). 

We claim that {1~; F6(x)}6 is a normal family of entire functions. Granted 
this, the limit of the normal family {f~; F6 (x)} 6 (which exists by the normality 
and the principle of uniform boundedness, i.e. the Banach-Steinhaus Theorem) 
is also an entire function with values in (;-00 ([0, +00)). On the other hand, 

I-I 1-1 
one has for Re t> 1, frn-F6(x) - htrF(x) weakly by (2.3). This proves the 
lemma. 

It remains to establish the claim. We show that the family is locally uniformly 
bounded. For this note that for Re t > 1 and X E COO ([0, 00)) compactly 
supported, 

X , - I def where the last inequality comes from (2.3) (and 114>61b ~ 2114>11)· Since r(tl = 
y(t) satisfies the functional equation 

(2.4) d 
dx y(t) = y(t - 1), 
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using integration by parts, we have for Re t> -k + 1, 

We want to estimate 118;F"IILI in terms of 11¢11 2 and 111fI1I 2 • Without loss of 
loe 

generality let us assume that the F's and F,,'s have compact support. Define 

100 
/-\ 

FM(t)= 0 x F(x)dx, 
00 /-\ 

Fy(t) = 10 ;(t) F(x) dx. 

Then 

(2.6) 

and 
(a) (8x F)M(t) = -(t - l)FM(t - 1). 

(b) (x8x F)M(t) = -tFM(t). 

(c) (Plancherel's identity) (F, F') = r FM(t)F~(f)dt. 
JRet=O 

The verifications of (a) and (b) are just computations, while (c) follows from 
Plancherel's identity for the Fourier transform, when we make the substitution 

-iu x=e . 
Now F(x) E cOO([O, +00)) implies that Fy(t) is entire. It follows from (2.6) 

that F M(t) is then meromorphic with at most simple poles at negative integers. 
If, in addition, F(x) vanishes near x = 0, F M(t) is then entire. This can be 
seen trivially from the definition. 

Take lfJ(x) E COO ([0 , +00)) identically 1 on [1, +00) andOon [0, 1/2], and 
put lfJe(x) = lfJ(x/e). Apply Plancherel's identity to lfJe(x)8; F,,(x) to obtain 

By the above discussion, (lfJe8;F,,)M(t)(lfJe8;F,,)M(f) is entire, which allows us 
to shift the line of integration Re t = ° to any other such line. Hence 
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Letting e -t ° and noting that for Re t > 0, (rp/J: Ft5 )M(t) -t (8: Ft5 )M(t) , we 
deduce 

To estimate (Ft5 )M(t) , we use (b) above. Thus for any large N, 

N 

I (Ft5 )M(t) I ~ C(l + Itl)-N L 1((x8x )j Ft5 )M(t)l· 
j=O 

By the invariance of x:9' under the action of x8x ' (x8x )j Ft5 obeys an estimate 
of the type (2.3), which yields 

provided Re t > 1 . Combining these two, we finally arrive at 

(2.8) 

The claim follows from (2.5), (2.7), and (2.8) by taking N> k + 1. 
Now the smooth dependence of the resolvents on the parameter follows from 

Lemmas 2.4, 2.5 and the following fact (see [M2]), 

.w([O, +00)) n.w'([O, +00)) = Coo([O, +00)). 0 

2.2. Asymptotic behavior of spectrum. The proceeding analysis of the resolvent 
of ~Dx bears important implications for the spectrum of Dx in the adiabatic 
limit. However, before one can apply regular perturbation theory to obtain the 
asymptotic behavior of spec(Dx ) ' one needs certain finiteness results. To this 
end we now take a closer look at our operator by exploring the local geometry 
of the fibration. 

In terms of the decomposition 

2 .i L (M, F) = ImageP EBImageP, 

where P = Pker D ,our operator can be written in the matrix form 
y 

~D = (AI 
x A* x 2 

A2) 
A ' 3 
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where (see (1.3)) 

-I J.- J. J.T J. Al =x Dy+P DBP +xP 4"P , 
J.- J.T 

A2=P DBP+xP 4"P' 
T 

A3 = Do + xP4"P. 

Lemma 2.6. (a) There exists a constant Ao > 0 such that spec(lAII) is contained 
in the haljline [Aol x , +00) . 
(b) A2 (consequently A;) is bounded on L2(M, F). 

Proof. Statement (a) is essentially Proposition 4.41 in [BC2]. 
-def --(b) First note that the commutator [Dy, DB] = DyDB + DBDy is a first 

order differential operator, which acts fiberwise (cf. [BC2, §4(a)(b)]). On the 
other hand, P.L[Dy, DB]P = p.L DyDBP is fiberwisely of finite rank. Therefore 
pJ. DyDBP = (pJ. DyPJ.)pJ. DBP is bounded on L2(M, F). But (pJ. DypJ.)-1 

2 J.-is also bounded on L (M, F). It follows that P DBP, consequently A2 = 
.L- J. P DBP + xP -fP, is bounded. 0 

To have a first picture of spec(Dx) ' we deform ~Dx to an operator whose 
spectrum we know much more about. For this purpose, the following lemma is 
quite useful. 

Lemma 2.7. If T(e) is an analytic family of selfadjoint operators on a Hilbert 
space. Then its eigenvalue A(e) (which can be arranged to be analytic in e) 
satisfies 

(2.9) i (e) = (T' (e)¢(e) , ¢(e)) , 

where ¢(e) is a normalized eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue A(e). In 
particular, 

Ii (e)1 ::; II T' (e) II. 
For the proof, see [K, p. 391]. 

Lemma 2.8. Consider the operator 

T= (~I 1J. 
Its eigenvalues Ax are analytic in x for x > o. Furthermore for the positive 
constant Ao of Lemma 2.6, either 

(2.10) 

or Ax is analytic at x = 0, 

(2.11 ) 
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Moreover, for each Ax there corresponds an eigenvalue tAx of tDx so that 

(2.12) 11A - X 1< C x x x-
for a uniform constant C. 

Proof. The eigenvalues of T are either eigenvalues of A, or that of A3. Ac-
cordingly, we call them of type I or II. By the previous lemma, the eigenvalues 
Ax of type I, i.e. of A, satisfy 

IAxl ~ Ao/x. 
On the other hand A3 = Do + xPl,fP is an entire family of selfadjoint operators 
(in the sense of Kato). Therefore its eigenvalues Ax (type II) depend analytically 
on x and we have (2.11). In this case, we also have a uniform remainder 
estimate 

(2.13) Ax = A~ + xC(x) , 
with IC(x)1 ~ C uniformly. This can be shown by the argument below, using 
the deformation A3(A) = Do + AxPiP and the fact that IIPl,fPII ~ C. 

Now consider the deformation 

we have T(O) = T and T(1) = tDx . For each fixed x> 0, T(A) is an entire 
family of selfadjoint operators. Therefore its eigenvalues depend analytically 
on A. Thus for each Ax of T(O) , there corresponds a tAx of T( 1) . Moreover 
(see Lemma 2.7) 

(2.14) 

where the last inequality follows from (b) of Lemma 2.6. 0 

We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.5. 

Proof of Theorem 1.5. For x > 0, Dx is what is called in [K] the analytic family 
of type (B) of selfadjoint operators. The first statement follows immediately. 
Thus the main point here is the study of the behavior of Ax as x -+ 0 . 

Lemma 2.8 already contains important information about spec (DJ . In fact 
if tAx corresponds to Ax' which is of type I, then xlAxl ~ Ao and (2.14) implies 
that 

- - def IAxl ~ xlAxl- Cx ~ Ao/2 = AO' 

provided x ~ Ao/2C. On the other hand, if Ax is of type II, we have 

ItAxl ~ IAxl + C ~ A~ + 2C 

by (2.13). In particular {tAx} are uniformly bounded. They must converge 
as x -+ 0 to an eigenvalue A, of Do. Otherwise, a subsequence of {tAx} 
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converges to ).' ¢ spec(Do)' This implies that the resolvent (~Dx - ).')-1 cannot 
exist no matter how small x is, in contradiction to Proposition 2.1. 

Suppose eo > 0 is chosen such that Al ± eo ¢ spec(Do) and ~Ax'S are in the 
eo·ball around Al for x small. By Theorem 2.2, 

P(x) = -. r -Dx - A dA 1 (1)-1 
2n l J1).-).II=eo x 

is well defined and COO in x as a family of orthogonal projections. The fol· 
lowing lemma says that they are unitarily equivalent to each other. 

Lemma 2.9. Let P and Q be (orthogonal) projections on a Hilbert space with 
liP - QII < 1. Then 

W = [1 - (P - Q)2r l/2[PQ + (1 - P)(1 - Q)] 

is well defined and invertible (unitary). Furthermore, 

W- I = [(1 - Q)(1 - P) + QP][1 _ (P _ Q)2]-1/2 , 

-I W PW=Q. 

For the proof of this lemma see [RS, p. 72]. 
Lemma 2.9 applied to the family P(x) produces a smooth family of unitary 

operators U(x) such that 
-I U(x) P(x)U(x) = P(O) 

ImageP(x) 
i U(x) 

ImageP(O) 

(x small). 

ImageP(x) 
i U(x) 

ImageP(O). 

We claim that dim(ImageP(O)) < +00. In fact, being a smooth family of 
projections, 

rankP(x) = rankP(O). 

Further, by the discreteness of spec(Dx) and functional analysis, for x> 0, 

(2.15) P(x) = EB P)., 
1~).x-).II<eo x 

where P). is the orthogonal projection onto the Ax·eigenspace. In other words, 
rankP(x) equals to the number of Ax (counted with multiplicity) such that 
~Ax lies in an eo·ball around Al . For x small, such Ax could only correspond 
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to the eigenvalues Ax of A3 , which obey 

A =l +lx+··· x 0 I 

with A~ E spec(Do)' This, together with (2.14) and (2.13), implies rankP(x) is 
bounded from above by the number of eigenvalues of Do lying in a (2C + eo)-
ball around AI' counted with multiplicity. There are only finitely many of them, 
yielding 

rankP(x) < +00, 
i.e. 

dim(ImageP(O)) < +00. 
Thus U(x)-I(~Dx - AI - eo)-I U(x) is a smooth family on a finite-dimen-

sional vector space. By standard functional analysis so is its inverse 
U(x)-I(~Dx - AI - eo)U(x) = U(x)-I(~D)U(x) - AI - eo' One can then 
apply the following lemma (cf. [Sn, Lemma 5.2]), showing the existence of 
complete asymptotic expansions for those Ax with ~Ax lying near an eigen-
value of Do. 

Lemma 2.10. Let C(x) be a family of symmetric matrices whose elements have 
complete asymptotic expansion in x as x --+ O. Then the eigenvalues of C(x) 
have complete asymptotic expansions. 

It remains to prove (1.11). Choose A tt spec(Do) real and consider 

S(e) = (A~~A A:~A)' 
Set T(e) = S(e)-I . One has 

:e T(e) = S(e)-I d~~e) S(e)-I = T(e) (1; ~2) T(e). 

By straightforward calculation, one finds 

where 

T(e) = (T~ 
T2 

2 -I *-1 TI = (AI - A - e A2(A3 - A) A2) , 
-I 2 * -I-I T2 = -e(AI - A) A2(A3 - A - e A2(A I - A) A2) , 
2 * -I-I T3 = (A3 -A-e A2(A I -A) A2) . 

From Lemma 2.6, we have 

It follows then 
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This, together with (2.9), implies I;.' (e)1 :::; Cx. But A(l) = (~ - A)-I and 
A(O) = (~x - A)-I where ~x is the same as in Lemma 2.8. Thus 

I(Ax/x - A)-I - (~x - A)-II:::; Cx, 

or 

(2.16) 

Since Ax/X ---+ AI' we must have ~x = AI + C(x)x, where IC(x)1 :::; C. Plugging 
in (2.16), and using the estimate (2.12) of Lemma 2.8, one obtains 

2 IAx/x -All:::; CXA I • 

This is (1. 11 ). D 

3. THE UNIFORM ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION 
2 

In what follows we also use the notation Dxe-tDx to denote its own kernel 
taken with respect to the metric gM' Therefore tr(Dxe- tD;) could mean either 
the integrated trace or the pointwise trace, depending on the situation. We make 
it clear in the context. 

Theorem 3.1. Pointwisely, one has the following uniform asymptotic expansion 
(compare [Be2, (4.81)]), 

N-I 
(3.1) tr(Dxe- tD;) = L ai(t)(tx2)i/2+0((tx2)N/2), asx---+O, 

i=-n 

where the ai (t)' s are bounded for t ~ 1 , and so is 0(·). 

This section is devoted to the proof of this statement. We first localize the 
problem, i.e., we transplant the problem to a trivial fibration whose base space 
is an Euclidean space. Then we construct a parametrix by taking the product of 
the heat kernels on the base and along the fiber, and then applying Duhamel's 
principle. The asymptotic expansion comes from the standard heat expansion. 

Remark. In [DM], as indicated, we examine the heat kernel of D; on an appro-
priate blow-up space. As a consequence, we obtain a more general expansion. 

3.1. Localization. Fix a point y E B, let U = B (y) in the metric gB for 
'0 

a fixed small number ro ~ O. Denote by Kx(t, y, z, y' ,z') the kernel of 
D -tD . h h' * xe x Wit respect to t e metnc g = 7C gB + gy . 

Lemma 3.2. Kx(t, y, z, y' , z') decays exponentially as x ---+ 0 for those y' ~ 
U, i.e., there exist positive constants C and C' such that 

(3.2) 

One has the same bounds for the derivatives in y, z, y' , z' . 
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Proof This follows essentially from the theorem of Cheeger-Gromov-Taylor. 
Let Kx(t, y, z, y' ,z') be the kernel of Dxe-1Dx with respect to the metric 
gx' then 

K ( ") -PK- ( ") xt,y,z,y,z =x xt,y,z,y,z. 
By estimate (1.30) in [CGT), 

- "C(n) " t~J A(2i+2j) 
IKx(t, y, z, y , z)1 S ----;;'2 O'5,fj'5,N Jdx- r If (s)lds, 

where r = min(ro/3, inj(M, g)), f(A) = Ae-t;.2 ~f Ag(A) , and dx = the dis-
tance in gx between (y, z) and (y' , z'). Clearly dx 2: y, y'lx 2: y, y'12x + r 
for x small. Note that (see [CGT, p. 28]) 

Therefore, 

IfA(k)( )1 = IA(k+I)( )1 < C(k) t- I / 2 -i/8t s g S _ t(k+I)/2 e . 

- "c 1+00 -1/2 -s2/8t IK)t,y,z,y ,z)IS r; _ t e dt 
v t y,y' /2x 

< C _y,y,2/32tx2 -e -Vi 
This implies (3.2). The estimates for the derivatives are similar. 0 

Let ro be small so that U is a trivializing neighborhood of 7C. Consider 
now the trivial fibration 

- P P Y--+M=YxJR --+JR, 

• g = 7t: glRP + gy, 
where glRP coincides with gB in a neighborhood of 0 and is flat outside a 
compact domain. gy coincides with gy,B in a neighborhood of 0 and is 
constant outside the compact domain. Correspondingly, we have D x' Let 

-2 
K x (t , y, z, y' , z') be the kernel of D xe -tDx with respect to g. The following 
lemma says that instead of considering D x ' we can just as well consider D x . 

Lemma 3.3. Kx and K x differ by an exponentially decaying term, 

, , - " -n -c' /tx 2 
IKx(t, y, z, y , z ) - K x(t, y, z, y , z )1 S Ctx e . 

Proof Basically this is because inside a small neighborhood the two operators 
coincide while outside the neighborhood the heat kernels decay exponentially. 
Let G x and G x be the kernels of e -tDx and e -tDx . Then 
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Choose a smooth function ¢ = ¢(y ,y') such that ¢(y, y') == 1 when y' E U /3 
and ¢(y, y') == 0 when y' (/. U. Consider 

Gx(t, y, z, y", z")¢(y, y") - Gx(t, y, z, y" , z")¢(y, y") 

rOj ,,-, , " " = 10 oS Gx(s, y, z, y , z )Gx(t - s, y , z ,y ,z ) 

x¢(y, y')¢(y', y") dy' dz' ds 

Iolj " - - """ =- 0 Gx(s,y,z,y ,z)(Dx-Dx)GJt-s,y ,z ,y ,z) 

x¢(y, y')¢(y' , y")dy' dz' ds. 

Since Dx = Dx in U, one has 

Kx(t, y, z, y" , z")¢(y, y") - K x(t, y, z, y", z")¢(y, y") 

rl j ,,- - """ = - Jo DxGx(s, y, z, y , z )(Dx - Dx)Gx(t - s, y , z ,y ,z ) 

x¢(y, y') ¢(y, y") dy' dz' ds 

= - r { (Dx -Dx)DxGx(s, y, z, y', z')Gx(t -s, y', z', y", z,t) 10 lTY?ro 

x¢(y, y')¢(y, y")dy' dz' ds. 

Applying the previous estimates on the derivatives of G x and using the fact 
2 -that as an L operator G x has norm bounded by l, we find 

"" ,,- """ -p -c' /IX 2 IKx(t,y, Z,y ,z )¢(y,y )-Kx(t,y, Z,y ,z )¢(y,y)1 ~ Ctx e . 

In particular, one has 

" ,,- "" -n -c' /IX2 
IKx(t, y, z, y ,z ) - Kx(t, y, z, y ,z )1 ~ Ctx e 

when y, y" ~ '0/3. For those y, y" such that y, y" ~ '0/3 each of Kx 
and K x are exponentially decaying by (3.2). Combining the two finishes the 
proof. 0 

3.2. A "rough" parametrix. By the above result we can replace the original fi-
bration by the trivial one 

We now construct a parametrix for our operator living on the trivial fibration. 
For the simplicity of notations we suppress the "bar's" below. 
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Recall that the tangent bundle of M splits as the Whitney sum of its vertical 
space and its horizontal space by the connection, 

TM= TV E& TH , 

and the horizontal lift gives an isomorphism 

(3.3) P ~ H 
T)R --1(y,z) 

for any z E 1l'-l(y). Also we have by (1.3), 

(3.4) - 2 Dx= Dy +XDB + X T14, 

where DB is the Dirac operator on ]RP lifted via the isomorphism (3.3). Taking 
the square of (3.4), we have 

2 2 - 2-2 2[ T] 3[- T] 4(T)2 Dx = Dy + x[Dy , DBl + x DB + X DY '"4 + X DB'"4 + x "4 

Recall the basic fact that [Dy, DBl is a first order differential operator act-
ing fiberwise. Thus we can construct the heat kernel Fy(t, x, z, z') of D~ + 
x[Dy , DB1. Here the subscript indicates its dependence on the base variable. 

-2 
Let E(t, y, y') be the heat kernel of e-tDB , originally living on ]RP, and lifted 
to M via the horizontal lift. Consider 

, , , 2 , 
Kx(t, y, z, y , z) = Fy(t, x, z, z )E(tx ,y, y ), 

, , 2 , , 
Gx(t, y, z, y , z ) = (a lot + Dx)Kx(t, y, z, y , z ). 

Note that here and throughout, we use y's as the coordinates of the base, ]RP, 
and z 's as the coordinates of the fiber Y. One has 
Lemma 3.4. Kx is a "rough" parametrix for a lot + D~, i.e. it satisfies the 
estimate 

for t ~ 1. 
Proof. We calculate, 
(3.5) 

2 - 2 -2 Gx = (a latFy)E + Fy(a latE) + ((Dy + x[Dy , DBDFyE +x (DBFy)E 
2 -, -II 2 -2 2 2 T + x (DBFy)(DBE) + x Fy(DBE) + x Fy(RE) + x ([Dy, '41Fy)E 
2 -III 3 - T 3 - T 4 T 2 + X Fy(DB E) + X ([DB' '41Fy)E + x Fy([DB' '41E) + x h·) FyE 

_ 2 -2 2 -, -II 2 2 T - x (DBFy)E + x (DBFy)(DBE) + x Fy(RE) + x ([Dy, '4 ]Fy)E 
2 -III 3 - T 3 - T 4 T 2 +x Fy(DBE)+x ([DB' '4]Fy)E+x Fy([DB' '4]E)+x ('4) FyE. 

Here D~ etc. are first order differential operators acting horizontally, and the 
curvature factor R comes from the use of the Lichnerowicz formula. 
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To estimate (3.5), we introduce the following notation. We use I 100 to 
denote the sup norm, and I 100 • j the sup norm of all the derivatives up to ith 
order. Here we make the convention that derivatives are taken with respect to 
the space variables but not the time variable. Thus lFy(t, x, z, z')l oo iii , I' 2' 3 
denotes the sup norm of F together with its derivatives with respect to y up 
to i!th order, z up to i2th order, z' up to i3th order. 

First we show that for t 2:: 1 , 

lFy(t, x, Z, z')1 00 ' i l'i2 .i3 :::; CUi' i2 , i3)· 

In fact, fori! = 0, this is the standard heat kernel estimate and follows from, 
for example, [CGT]. For arbitrary i!, note that, since dimker Dy is assumed 
to be a (finite) constant and D~ + x[Dy , DB] is a small perturbation of D~, it 
follows that all its eigenvalues are bounded away from 0 by a positive constant 
AO except a finite number of them, which decay in x. We claim that such 
eigenvalues must be decaying quadratically. To see this, note that in terms of 
the splitting 

2 ~ L (Y) = kerDy EB (kerDy) , 

our operator D~ + x[Dy , DB] is of the following special form 

2 - (0 Dy + x[Dy , DB] = xC* XC) 
D ' 

- ~ where C = PkerD [Dy , DB]PkerD is bounded (cf. Lemma 2.6), and D = 
y y 

Pk~rD (D~ + x[Dy , DB])P~rD . Our claim follows from a similar analysis as in 
y y 

the proof of (1.11). 
Let P be the projection on the space spanned by the eigenspaces correspond-

ing to such eigenvalues. P is a smoothing operator that depends smoothly also 
on the base variable. Let Fy°(t, x, z, z') denote the Schwartz kernel of PFyP. 
° ') Fy (t , x , z ,z obeys 

(3.6) 

Put Dy = (D~ + x[Dy , DBDip.l . Then its eigenvalues are bounded away from 
o by AO • Therefore, if Fy(t, x, z, z') denotes the heat kernel of D y , for 
t2::1, 

lFy(t, x, z, z')l oo ° i i :::; CU2 , i3)e -tA.o• 
, '2' 3 

Now by Duhamel's principle, 

a _ , {t (_ " aD y - " , " 
ayFy(t,x,z,z)=- 1o lyFy(s,x,z,z )---ayF/t-s,x,z ,z)dz dt. 

To estimate this convolution, we consider the time intervals s :::; t/2 and s 2:: t/2 
separately. If s :::; t/2, then t - s 2:: t/2. Thinking of F y(s, x, z, z") as the 
kernel of an integral operator on L2(y) whose norm is bounded by 1; we see 
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that by the elliptic estimate, 

I r - " BDy- " , "I IytFy(s,X,z,z) By Fy(t-s,x,z ,z)dz " 
00,0"2' '3 

II i2 i3 BDy- ( "')11 ~ D y ,ID y,2 By Fy t-s, x, z ,z L2(y) 

CIF ( "')1 C(' .) -tAo ~ y t - s, x, z ,z 00,0,2i2+2,2i3 ~ 12 , 13 e . 

On the other hand, if s :?: t/2 , note that 

r - BDy- "r (BDy)* - - " }y Fy(s) By Fy(t-s)dz =}y ay Fy(s)Fy(t-s)dz. 
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Thus letting F y(t - s, x, z" , z') play the role of F y(s, x, z, z") , we obtain 
the same estimate. Hence 

I B F (. ') I C( . .) -tAo By y t, x , z , z ., ~ 12, 13 te , 
00,0"2' '3 

or 
lFy(t, x, z, z')l oo I I' I' ~ CU2, i3 )· 

, '2' 3 

Proceed inductively, one proves that 

IFy,(t, x, z, z')1 00 ,il'i2 ,i3 ~ CUI' i2 , i3 ). 

Combined with (3.6), this gives the estimate we want. 
Second, for tx2 small, note the standard heat kernel estimate, which follows 

from the finite propagation speed technique [CGT], 

IE(t 2 ')1 < C(' . )(t 2)-n/2-i,/2-i2/2 X ,y, y 00 i i_II' 12 X • 
, l' 2 

From these discussions we see by (3.5) 

(3.7) IGxl ~ C(tx2)-n/2-1/2x 2, for t :?: 1. 0 

Denote 

rt J ' , , , " " , , Gx#Gx=-}o Gx(s,y,z,y,z)Gx(t-s,y,z,y,z)dydzds. 

In general denote 
Gm = G # .. ·#G x x x' ------m+1 

A version of Duhamel's principle says 

(3.8) 
2 m-I , , 2 

e-tDx = L(-l)I+IG~#Kx + G;#e- tDx • 

i=O 

Applying this to get the asymptotic expansion, we need estimates on the m-fold 
convolutions G; . 
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Lemma 3.5. Gm improves with m, x 

(3.9) 

Proof Let us begin with Gx#Gx ' We divide the integral over [0, t] into two, 
one over [0, t/2] , and the other [t/2, t], 

t l2 J ' , , , " " , , Gx#Gx = - io Gx(s, y, z, y, z )Gx(t-s, y ,z ,y ,z )dy dz ds 

it J ' , , , " " , , - Gx(s,y,z,y,z)Gx(t-s,y,z,y ,z )dydzds 
tl2 

~fl + II. 
By (3.5) and integration by parts, we can rewrite I as 

(3.10) 

t l2 J ' " """" 1=- io Kx(s,y, z,y, z)G)t-s,y, z ,y ,z )dy dz ds, 

where by the same consideration as in showing (3.7) 

IG~I::; C(tx2 )-nI2-l x 4. 

As an integral operator on the L2 space, the norm of Kx is bounded by 1. 
Therefore, 

III ::; t/21IG~(t - s, " " y", z")11 2 

::; C(tx2)-nI2x2. 

The estimate for II is similar. In this way one obtains 

IGx#Gxl ::; C(tx2)-nI2+1. 

In estimating the m-fold convolution, one divides the time interval into m 
subintervals, on each of them one of the m-tuplet to - tl ' ... , tm_2 - tm is 
greater than or equal to t / m. One lets the kernels corresponding to the other 
time parameters play the role of K (after integration by parts), and proceeds 
as for Gx#Gx ' 0 

Now by the standard heat asymptotic expansion and the above estimate, we 
arrive at the uniform asymptotic expansion as claimed. 

4. THE SIGNATURE OPERATOR AND HODGE-LERAY THEORY 

In the previous sections we proved the adiabatic limit formula (0.1) with 
the global contribution expressed in terms of the very small eigenvalues. Here, 
confining ourselves to signature operators, we identify this global contribution 
with a topological invariant constructed from the Leray spectral sequence of 
the fibration. In fact we show that one can recover the Leray spectral sequence 
from the eigenspaces associated to these eigenvalues. 
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4.1. The signature operator on an odd-dimensional manifold. For an even-dimen-
sional oriented Riemannian manifold N n , one can define an involution r on 
the complexified exterior bundle A * N ® C by setting 

rlAP = (R)~+p(P-l) *. 
Correspondingly A * N ® C decomposes into the ± l-eigenspaces of r: 

A*N®C:::A+E9A_. 

The operator 
d + 15: A* N ® C --+ A* N ® C 

anticommutes with r and hence 

(d + 15)+: A+ --+ A_. 

This operator is called the signature operator on N for the reason that its index 
gives the signature of N when N is compact. 

When N is spin, one has the bundle isomorphism 

( 4.1) A* N ® C::: F(N) ® F(N). 

This is basically because the twisted adjoint representation is equivalent to the 
tensor product of the spinor representation with itself, see [Gi, Chapter 3.2; 
LM, Chapter 1]. 

It is important to note that the two Clifford module structures correspond to 
multiplication on the left and on the right (by the transpose) in CI(n) . It is not 
hard to verify that under (4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 
e . rp ::: (exte - inte)rp , 
rp • e ::: (exte + inte)arp, 

for e E TN. Here ext e and int e denote the exterior and interior multiplication 
respectively, and alAP = (-ll . 

With the bundle isomorphism (4.1) one has 

d + 15 ~ D ® F(N) , 

where the connections on both the left and the right F(N) are induced by the 
Levi-Civita connection on N. Moreover the involution r also identifies with 
the involution on the left F(N) that determines the splitting 

It follows that 

(4.4) 

For an oriented odd-dimensional manifold M n , we define the signature op-
erator A to be the tangential part of the signature operator on M x lR+. Here 
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R+ = [0, 00) and M x R+ is given the product metric dr2 + gM' Thus A is 
such that 

(d + J)+ = (exta - inta )(8, + A), 
r , 

and A is a selfadjoint operator acting on A+(M x R+) restricted to M. 
Now restricted to M, A+(M x R+) can be identified with A* M 0 C. A 

straightforward calculation yields 

A = r(d + J) = dr + rd: A * M 0 C -+ A * M 0 C, 

where rlAP = (A)~+P(P-l)*, r2 = 1. 
On the other hand, by using (4.4), one finds 

(4.5) A ~ D 0 F(M x R): F(M) 0 F(M x R) -+ F(M) 0 F(M x R). 

Here the identification is 

A*M ~ A+(M x R+) ~ F+(M x R) 0F(M x R) 
= F(M) 0 F(M x R). 

One verifies that (4.2) and (4.3) still hold. 
Suppose now that M is fibered by (1.1), where we assume the base B, and 

the vertical bundle TV M are both oriented. (In this case we say the fibration 
is oriented.) In view of (4.5) one would like to apply Theorem 0.1 to the 
operator Ax' There is a minor complication here since in (4.5) we are forced 
to use on the twisted bundle F(M x R) the connection induced by the Levi-
Civita connection of the rescaled metric gx' rendering it x-dependent. Now 
Y'L, x = Y' + SX . By a straightforward computation one finds 

Ax = Ay + X[AB 01 + fa 0 Y' fa + !(S(ei)ej , f)ei(eJa + e;f:)] 

(4.6) +X2 ~ (S(eJfa ' fp)( -eJafp + eJ: f; + 2fae; f;). 

Here the e/s and fa's are left Clifford multiplications acting by (4.2) and the 
<'s and f:'s are right Clifford multiplications acting by (4.3). Also Ay is the 
family of signature operators along the fibers, A B the signature operator on the 
base, and the summation convention is understood. 

Since in Getzler's transformation, we only scale the "left" Clifford variables 
but not the "right" Clifford variables, it is clear that the extra terms in (4.6) (i.e. 
those involving the right Clifford variables) do not contribute to the first term 
in the adiabatic limit formula. That is, for the first term (the if term), it is 
as if we are dealing with D 0 F(M x R) where the connection on the twisting 
bundle F(M x R) is induced by Y' (which does not depend on x). 

For the second term (the twisted Y/ term), however, these terms do make a 
difference. Let 
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Then 

Corollary 4.1. The adiabatic limit of the y/-invariant of the signature operator 
always exists. Moreover, 

lim y/(Ax) = 2 r y (R2 B) !\ 11 + '7(AB 0 ker Ay) + lim L sgn A.x' 
x-+O } B 7t x-+O 

AO,AJ=O 

Proof By the Hodge theorem, both ker Ax and ker Ay are of constant dimen-
sion. Therefore this is an immediate consequence of the above discussion and 
the proof of Theorem 0.1. 0 

Before we go into the topological interpretation of the very small eigenvalues, 
we give two ways of thinking about the operator AB 0 ker A y . First note that 

\1 fa -1(S(e j )ei' fa) 

defines a unitary connection with respect to the L 2 -metric on the infinite-
dimensional bundle over B of the differential forms along the fibers, cf. § 1.1. 
From here one sees that AB 0 ker Ay is the sum of the signature operator on the 
base coupled to the projected unitary connection on ker Ay and 1 (S(e)ej , fa) 

P, "fOp' X ker Ay ejej a ker Ay • 
The operator AB 0 ker Ay can also be expressed in terms of the natural flat 

connection on ker Ay (= Jr" (Y)). Let d be the exterior differential on the 
(ker Ay )-valued differential forms defined in terms of the flat connection. We 
define an involution r on A" (B) 0 ker Ay by 

_ Z1fl 
r-PkerA (vCT) fl···~el···eIPkerA' y y 

This is essentially the Hodge * operator on the base coupled to the * operators 
along the fibers. Then 

(4.7) AB 0 ker Ay = dr + rd. 

To see this, define a new connection \1Y on TV M by setting 
y 

\7uX=[U,X], 

The projection of \7Y is the flat connection on ker A y . Let 

and 

It can be shown that 
dr + rd = PkerA APkerA ' 

y y 
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and by a straightforward calculation using (4.2) and (4.3) one finds 

I * * -AB ® 1 + fa ® yo fa + "i(S(ej)ej , fa)ej(e):' + ejIa) = A. 

Our claim follows. 

4.2. Hodge-Leray theory of the very small eigenvalues. Here we start out to prove 
Theorem 0.2. We use Serre's construction of the Leray spectral sequence. To 
relate our space Er to the Er-term of the Leray spectral sequence, we introduce 
another complex that incorporates the asymptotic properties in its filtration. Let 
us first recall Serre's filtration. 

Consider the de Rham complex (COO(A* M), d). An I-form w is in F j if 

w( UI ' U2 , ••• , UI ) = 0, 

whenever I - i + 1 of the tangent vectors Uj's are vertical. 
In our case, we are given a splitting TM = TH M EB TV M ~ n*TB EB TV M. 

Thus A* M = n* A* B ® A*Tv M. Formally, we can use a(y, z) dya 1\ dzP (y 
local coordinates of B, z local coordinates of Y) to indicate such a splitting. 
With this convention, Serre's filtration can be simply described as 

F j = {a(y, z)dya I\dzP : Inl ~ i}. 
It is well known that Serre's filtration gives rise to the Leray spectral sequence 
of the fibration, (Ej' dj) . 

To make sense of the spaces considered in the Hodge-Leray theorem (The-
orem 0.2) we proceed to construct good bases for such spaces. These bases 
are also used in proving the Hodge-Leray theorem. Let us first introduce some 
notations. 

Let Ak denote k-tuplets of real numbers 

Ak = {A·o' AI' ... ,Ak_ l } 

and similarly we use A to denote infinite sequence of real numbers 

A = {AO' A\, ... }. 

Also, let A~ be a function of x that has complete asymptotic expansion at 
x = O. When we say A~ E Ak we mean that the first k coefficients in the 
asymptotic expansion of A~ at x = 0 are prescribed by Ak 

, k-I 
AX ",AO+)..IX+,,·+Ak_I X + .... 

Similarly A~ E A means all the coefficients are prescribed by A. Now for the 
eigenvalues Ax of Ax ' set A~ = Ax/X and define 

(4.8) GAk = EB E(Ax), 
A:EAk 

G A = EB E{Ax), 
A:EA 
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where E(Ax) is the eigenspace associated to Ax. Thus G A is the direct sum 
k 

of the eigenspaces corresponding to the eigenvalues whose first coefficient in the 
asymptotic expansion is 0 and whose next k coefficients are prescribed by Ak , 

and G A is the direct sum of the eigenspaces corresponding to the eigenvalues 
whose first coefficient is 0 and whose other coefficients are all prescribed by A. 
Obviously 

Proposition 4.2. Let Ax be an eigenvalue of Ax such that Ax <'V A1x + A2x2 + 
... , and let A be the infinite sequence given by the coefficients of Ax . Then G A 

is a family of finite-dimensional vector space that depends smoothly on x down 
to x = o. That is, there is an orthonormal basis for G A that is smooth in x 
down to x = o. 
Proof The same analysis as in the proof of Theorem 1.5 reduces it to the 
finite-dimensional case. Therefore it suffices to prove the following lemma 

Lemma 4.3. If T(x) is a family offinite-dimensional selfadjoint operators that 
depends smoothly on x, then GA = ffi). EAE(Ax) depends smoothly on x for 

k x 

all k = 1 , 2, ... ,00 (Aoo = A) . 

Proof Note the slight modification in the definition of GA' The idea is to show 
k 

by induction that the orthogonal projection Qk(X) on GA depends smoothly 
k 

on x. Then by Lemma 2.9, we have a smooth family of unitary operators 
l'k(x) such that 

l'k(X)-IQk(X)l'k(X) = Qk(O). 
Therefore the desired basis can be gotten by taking the l'k(x)-image of an or-
thonormal basis for Image Qk(O). 

By the discreteness of spec (T(O)) , there exists an e > 0 such that Ao is the 
only point of spec(T(O)) in IA - Aol < e. By the first resolvent formula and the 
smoothness of T(x) , 

1 1 -I Q(x) = -2 . (T(x) - A) dA 
111 1).-).01=8 

is well defined for small x and is smooth. One easily sees that Q(x) = Q1 (x) . 
Now assume that Qk-I (x) is smooth. Then the family 

S(x) ~f Vk_I(X)-IT(x)Vk_I(X) 

is smooth on Image Qk-I (0) and the eigenvalues of S(x) are the eigenval-
ues of T(x) having the first k - 1 coefficients of their asymptotic expansions 
prescribed by Ak _ 1 • Set 
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This is a smooth family of selfadjoint operators, and as above, one finds 

J:-k-I (x) -I Qk(X) Vk_1 (x) = 21 . r (R(x) -).) -1 d)'. 
11:1 J1l-lkl=e 

This shows that Qk(x) is also smooth and the induction is complete. 
Because we are in a finite-dimensional space, the induction process must stop 

in finitely many steps, proving it for k = 00. 0 
Now consider 

o Ar = {O, 0, ... , O}, --------- r ~ 2. 
r-I 

Then GAo is the direct sum of the eigenspaces associated to eigenvalues that 
decay at 'teast like xr. From the previous discussion, one knows that GAO 

is a smooth family of finite-dimensional vector spaces, thus it makes sense tb 
consider 

for r ~ 2. This defines the space considered in Theorem 0.2. 
Before we introduce our next complex, recall that X = [0, 00) x M. Define 

the bundle 'Y T* M to be spanned by ¥, d z. Its corresponding exterior bundle 
is denoted by 'Y A* . The space of Laurent series, 2'(X, 'Y A*) is defined as, 

2'(X 'Y A*) = {u E COO (X ,'Y A*), xqu E COO (X ,'Y A*), for some q E Z} 
, coo(X, 'Y A*) , 

where COO (X ,'Y A*) is the space of COO sections vanishing to all orders at the 
boundary. 2'(X, 'Y A*) is a module over the ring of formal Laurent series 

2' = 2'([0,00)) 

in the variable x. 
Formally, an element in 2'(X, 'Y A*) can be represented as Lj;::j ajxj , 

where a j is sum of elements of the form b(y, z)(¥tdzP with b a smooth 
function. The exterior differential d acts on it in the obvious way. 

Now consider the complex (2'(X, 'Y A*), d). It comes equipped with a 
natural filtration F j = {Lj;::j ajxj} , thus giving rise to a spectral sequence 

- ~ -p ~p q. j '" j+q. -p '" -p+q (Ej' d) = (E9pEj ,E9p dj ). Note that x . F = F mduces E j = E j . 
Further the diagram 

'p -p ~ -p+j E j E j 
1 xq 1 xq 

'p+q -p+q ~ EPH+j E j I 

commutes: xqdr = drHxq. Hence Ej ~ E~ ®2'(x) (with the natural grada-
~p .. P ~o tion induced by that of 2'(x)) and d j ~ oX d j ® 1 . 
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Explicit calculation shows 

( 4.9) 

Eo ~ Coo(A* B 129 Coo(A*Y)) 129 .?(x) , 

E1 ~ COO(A*B@~*(Y))@.?(x), 

E2 ~ H(B, ~*(Y)) @.?(x). 

309 

By the finite dimensionality of E2 (as an .?(x)-module), this spectral se-
quence must degenerate after finitely many steps. 

Remark. These quotient modules (.?(x)-modules) can actually be viewed as 
vector spaces. 

Proof of Theorem 0.2. We prove Er ~ Er by showing that both of them are 
isomorphic to E~. 

(a) Er ~ E~ for all r:::: O. 
Consider the natural inclusion: 

COO(A*M) '-+.?(X,r A*), 

a(y, z)dyadzP -txiaia(y, z)(dy/xtdzP• 

It is clearly filtration preserving. Thus it induces homomorphisms I;: E~ -t E; . 
Define 

p q p '" x- q 

. E = ffi E q .!::.. ffi E-q 6..!!-t EO 
I r · r W r W r r' 

q=O q=O 

i.e. Ir = 2:~=0 x -q I; (p = dim B). We show that Ir is a homomorphism that 
preserves the differentials. 

In fact we know that 
-p d; -p+r 
Er ---+ Er 

ll~ 1 pH Ir 
-p d: -p+r 
Er ---+ Er 

commutes. Hence I~H d~ = d~ I~ . Also xq d; = d;+q xq . Therefore 
-p-r p+rd-p _ -p-rd~p p _ d~o -p p 

X Ir r - X r Ir - r X I r · 

This shows 
Er 

d 
Er ---+ 

1 Ir llr 
-0 d -0 
Er ---+ Er 

commutes, i.e. Ird = dlr . 

Further, the explicit calculation (4.9) shows that Ir induces isomorphisms 
for r ~ 2. Therefore it induces isomorphisms for all r. 

-0 (b) Er ~ Er for r:::: 2. 
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The scaled metric gx induces a bilinear form 

2"(X, r A*) x 2"(X, r A*) B 2"(x) 

and (d.,.) = (', 6·). This is the same as saying that 6 is the adjoint of d 
with respect to gx for every x. (Here of course we are suppressing the x-
dependence of 6 .) It follows that 

(4.10) II(d + 6) z11 2 = IIdzl1 2 + 116zf 
Our operator Ax is, up to sign, *(d + 6). Therefore if AxqJx = AxqJx' then 

( 4.11) 

For simplicity we use the shorthand notation z ",x r for z E Fr(2" (X, r A*)) . 
Clearly z '" xr is the same as Ilzll '" xr. By (4.10) one has 

( 4.12) 6z '" xr. 

Basic to our proof is the observation that (Er' x -r d) does form a spectral 
sequence, though it is not clear if it comes from a filtered complex. To see this, 
let us first show that x-r d maps Er into Er . In fact, by the definition of Er 
and (4.11), (4.12), it suffices to show that d leaves each eigenspace invariant. 
This can be seen in the following way. Clearly d maps the O-eigenspace to 0 (by, 
say, (4.10)). Now let Ax =I- 0 be an eigenvalue of Ax and qJx a corresponding 
eigenform, AxqJx = AxqJx . But 

Ax = ± * d ± d *. 
Thus 

qJx = *d(±qJx!AJ + d * (±qJx/Ax) 
def d' = *dl/fx + * I/fx' 

Since *dl/fx (d * I/f~) is coexact (exact) and Ax takes co exact (exact) forms to 
coexact (exact) forms, one must have 

( 4.13) Ax(*dI/fJ = AJ*dI/fJ, 

Ax(d * I/f~) = Ax(d * I/f~). 
That is, the eigenspace corresponding to a nonzero eigenvalue splits into the 
direct sum of co exact and the exact eigenspaces. Obviously d takes exact 
forms to zero. And (4.13) is the same as 

*d(*dl/fx) = Ax(*dI/fJ. 

Taking d of this equation one finds 

d * d(*dI/fJ = Axd(*dI/fJ or d * (d * dl/fx) = Ax(d * dl/fx)' 

This proves the invariance of the Ax -eigenspace under d . 
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To see E'+I ~ H(E" x-' d), note that by the finite-dimensional analog of 
the Hodge theory 

H(E, , x -, d) ~ ker(x -, d) n ker(x -'6). 

Together with (4.11), this implies Ax = O(X,+I) and the converse is easier. 
Let h, = dimE" h = dimEoo = dimH*(M). By Proposition 4.2, we can 

choose 

( 4.14) 

such that 'PI' ... ,'Ph form a smooth basis for E" for all r 2:: 2. From (4.12) 
it is clear that (4.14) induces a linear map 

-0 
E,-E,. 

It is a homomorphism between the two differential complex because the two dif-
ferentials are formally identical. We show that it is an isomorphism by showing 
that it is an isomorphism for r = 2. 

1-1 : If Z E E" then dz '" x', 6z '" x'. Assume r 2:: 1. Now if z = 0 in 
E- o h d' h d d ' -'+' d 0 , , t en z = Zo + z, WIt Zo '" x an Zo '" x , z, '" x ,Zl '" X • 

But then 6dzl = 6(z - zo) '" x. Therefore dZ I '" x and thus Z '" x. i.e. 
Z = 0 in E,. 

-0 0 d 2 . , onto: Let Z E E2 • Then Z '" x, Z '" x. ConSIder Z = z-
L;~I ('Pi' z)'Pi' Clearly z'.lE2 and dz' '" x 2 • By the formal Hodge de-
composition ([MM, Proposition (56)], or rather a straightforward adaptation 
to the operator d + 6; cf. also its proof), z' = (d + 6)zl with Z, '" X-I. 
Now dz' = d6z1 '" x 2 , which implies that 6z1 '" x 2 , i.e. 6z, E ZI" Also 
d z I E D~ . Hence z' = 0 in E~. This shows that the map is onto for r = 2 . 

Finally to show that the Hodge * operator with respect to gx induces the 
duality map on every E, -term under the identification we just established, it suf-
fices to prove it for the E2-term because of the functoriality. Now if we realize 
E2 as H*(B, ~*(Y), i.e. the harmonic forms on the base with coefficients in 
the bundle of fiber-harmonic forms, the mUltiplication on E 2 is just the wedge 
on the forms. Now by Lemma (49) in [MM] and the above discussion, we can 
actually deduce that 

Our claim follows. 0 

4.3. Adiabatic limit of '1-invariant and nonmultiplicativity of signature. In (0.1) 
the adiabatic limit formula, the global contribution is found to be 
LAo,A1=olimsgnAx ' In the light of the Hodge-Leray theory proved above, it 
should be possible to characterize this term topologically. This is indeed the 
case here. 
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To have a topological counterpart of this term, let us consider the Leray 
spectral sequence (Er' dr). One has 

* q,w* E2 = H (B., '" (Y)), 

Assume that our fibration is oriented. The orientation of TV M gives a triv-
ialization of the flat line bundle jf'n-p(y) on B (note that n - p = dim Y). 
Together with the orientation of B ,one finds 

E; = HP(B, jf'n-p(y)) ~ HP(B) ~ R 

Thus the multiplicative structure on E2 gives rise to a Poincare pairing 
k n-k E2 ®E2 -R 

If we denote by ~2 the natural base for E; induced by the orientations, it 
induces a natural base ~r for each E: (r 2:: 2). Now consider the bilinear 
pairing: 

.r: Er®Er-lR 
.,(rp ® 'II) = (rp • dr'll, ~r) ~ (rp, dr'll)· 

It is easy to verify that 

( d) = (_l)(deg (ll+I)(degVl+I)( d) rp, ,'II 'II, ,ffJ· 

In our situation n = 4m - 1. This implies that ., restricted to E;m-I is 
symmetric. By viewing • r as a symmetric matrix one can take its signature, 
sign.r • Now define 

• = L sign .r· 
'~2 

This is clearly a topological invariant. 

Theorem 4.4 (Adiabatic limit formula). We have the equality 

• = -21 '"' lim sgnAx ' L...J x-+o 
).0').1=0 

Consequently the following adiabatic limit formula holds, 

lim 11(Ax) = 2 r .:? (R2 B) /\ if + 11(AB ® ker Ay) + 2 •. 
x-+o iB n 

Proof It suffices to prove the first equality (see Corollary 4.1). To do this, we 
claim that 

I 

where L indicates that the summation is over all Ax ' which are the eigenvalues 
of *xd on A 2m - 1 • Granted this, Theorem 4.4 can then be proved as follows. 
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Since E2 = H*(B, ~*(Y)), it inherits an inner product (., .), which then 
induces an inner product on each E,. Define 

(rp, d,l/f) = (rp, *,d,rp). 

Then as symmetric mappings, the eigenvalues of r, are the same as those of 
*,d,. By Theorem 0.2, 

d, '" x -, d and *r '" *. 
We see immediately that the first statement of Theorem 4.4 holds. The adiabatic 
limit formula follows then from (0.1). 

It remains to justify the claim. For simplicity we suppress the x dependence 
and consider A = *d ± d*: A*(M) ---t A*(M). Since *: Aeven ---t Aodd is 
an isomorphism, A is just two copies of its restriction to A odd. By the Hodge 
decomposition 

A odd = ~odd EB d A even EEl 6 A even. 

Observe that the operator A annihilates ~odd and coincides up to sign with 
d* on dAeven and with *d on 6Aeven • 

Now d*: dA2p ---t dA4k-2p-2, *d: 6A2p ---t 6A4m- 2p , and 2p =1= 4m-
2p - 2, 2p = 4m - 2p iff p = m. Hence we can decompose 

A=AoEBAI EElA2 , 

where Ao is the zero operator on ~odd and Al = *d on 6A2m and A2 is an 
operator of the form 

(~* ~), 
therefore having symmetric spectrum. 0 

We now turn to applications of (0.1) and give intrinsic characterizations of 
the nonmultiplicativity of signature for manifolds with boundary. 

Chern-Hirzebruch-Serre first studied the multiplicative behavior of signature 
for closed manifolds [CHS]. They showed that for a fibration Z ---t N n ---t B, 
we have the multiplicativity 

( 4.15) signN = signB· signZ, 

provided Z, B are closed manifolds, and 7r 1(B) acts trivially on H*(Z). Later 
Atiyah [A] gave an example showing that this naive sense of multiplicativity 
does not hold in general. However, he observed that, by the Hirzebruch signa-
ture theorem and Atiyah-Singer Family Index Theorem [AS2], one does have a 
generalized multiplicativity for closed manifolds, 

( 4.16) signN = sign(B, SignZ) = h Y(B) A ch(SignZ), 
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where 2'(B) is a characteristic class that may substitute for the Hirzebruch L-
genus, Sign Z is the signature bundle of Z over B, and ch(Sign Z) is its Chern 
character. When 7r 1(B) acts trivially on H*(Z) , this reduces to (4.15). 

This generalized multiplicativity has a Leray spectral sequence interpretation. 
Consider the pairing 

rp ® If! -- (rp • If! , ~,) , 

where E, is the Leray spectral sequence of the fibration and ~, is defined in the 
same way as before. When n = 4k , the above pairing restricts to a symmetric 
pairing onE;k , whose signature is denoted by (J,. Then (4.16) is equivalent 
to 

(J2 = (Joo' 

This follows from [CHS] and the signature theorem for twisted coefficients [L, 
AS2]. 

However, for manifolds with boundary, the generalized multiplicativity fails, 
as can be seen in the following example. 

Example (Disk bundles). Let V 2 -- B2 be an oriented 2-plane bundle over 
an oriented surface. Denote by <I> the Thorn class and x(V) the Euler number 
of V. Consider its disk bundle D2 __ D(V) __ B2 with its sphere bundle 
S(V). By the Thorn isomorphism 

H*-2(B) ~ H*(D(V) , S(V)), 

one easily finds 
sign(D(V)) = sgnx(V). 

But sign(B) = sign(D2) = O. In particular, if V is the Hopf bundle, 
sign(D(V)) = 1 =I o. 

Thus it is quite interesting to study the difference 

d ~f sign(B, SignZ) - signN = k 2'(B) 1\ ch(SignZ) - signN. 

d is called the nonmultiplicativity of signature. We separate our discussion 
into two cases, depending on how the boundary of the total manifold arises. 

Case (a). In the fibration, we assume B is closed, even-dimensional, and Z 
has nonempty boundary Y. Consequently N has a nonempty boundary M 
that is fibered over B with typical fiber Y: 

Y--M--B. 

By the extended Novikov additivity [BC5] and the generalized multiplicativity 
for closed manifolds, d depends only on the associated boundary fibration. 

Theorem 0.4 (a). The topological invariant T, which is defined from the closed 
fibration Y -- M -- B, intrinsically characterizes the nonmultiplicativity of 
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signature. That is, whenever there exists another fibration of manifolds with 
boundary Z ~ N n ~ B such that {)Z = Y, {)N = M, we have r = d. 

Proof. We start with Atiyah-Patodi-Singer's signature formula [APS] for a man-
ifold with boundary, 

Take the adiabatic limit of both sides. The left-hand side remains since signa-
ture is a topological invariant. The first term on the right-hand side yields, by 
Lemma 1.1, 

while the second term can be replaced by the adiabatic limit formula (0.1). 
Therefore we obtain 

where the 17-term drops out because dim B is even. In fact, the involution 
t = (At/2ft "'/p anticommutes with AB ®kerA y , which can be seen by 
using (4.7). 

On the other hand, Bismut-Cheeger's Families Index Theorem [BC3, BC4] 
states that f z2' (f:i) - if is a representative for the chern character of the 
signature bundle Sign Z . Combining these two finishes the proof. 0 

Case (b). Now assume that Z is closed but B has a nonempty boundary 
{) B. Again d is intrinsic to the boundary. We show that the same conclusion 
as in Theorem O.4(a) holds here. 

Theorem O.4(b). Again, r intrinsically characterizes the nonmultiplicativity of 
signature in this case. 

Proof. By the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem O.4(a), one arrives at: 
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On the other hand, by the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem, 

sign(B, SignZ) = l2' (::i) 1\ ch(SignZ) - ~11(A8B 0 SignZ). 

Our claim clearly follows if we show 

l2' (::i) 1\ ch(Sign Z) 

= l2'(::J 1\ (h 2'(::i)) -foB 2'( ~::) I\~. 
This is a consequence of the transgression formula (0.2). In fact, since 2'(f:i) 
is a closed form, 

We finish our discussion with an example. Consider the fibration Y ---+ M ---+ 

B . Suppose it admits a flat connection, i.e. there is a splitting 

such that the horizontal distribution TH M is involutive: [TH M, TH M] C 
TH M. We want to show that, in this case, the intrinsic nonmultiplicativity 
r = O. 

We first do some general calculations using Serre's filtration. Recall that 
pi = {wlw E A'(M) , and w(Y1 , ••• , Y,) = 0 whenever r - i + 1 of the r 
tangential vectors are vertical}. In what follows, we use X's to denote the 
tangent vectors on B as well as their horizontal lifts and V's to denote vertical 
vectors. Now 

E~ = pi/pi+l ---+ Coo(Ai(B) 0 Coo(A*(Y))) 

[w] ---+ w, 
where w(X1 , ... ,Xi)(~'''' , Jj) = w(X1 , ... ,Xi' ~, ... , J;j). It is clear 
that w is independent of the choice of representative. Conversely, given w E 
Coo(Ai(B) 0 COO(A*Y)) , we define 

w(X ... X V. ... V) = {W(Xl'''' ,XJ(~,'" , J;j), 
l' 'k' l' 'j 0, 

if k = i, 
otherwise. 
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To compute dO' we look at the diagram: 

[w] 
! 
OJ 

The well-known formula for the exterior derivative gives 

dw(Xl' ... ,Xi' ~, ... , J:f+)) 

= L(-l/Xk(w(Xl' ... ,Xk , ... ,Ji+l)) 
k 
'"' i+k ~ + L.)-l) J-k(w(Xl' ... ' Vk , ... , J:f+l)) 

k 

+ L(-l/+lw([Xk , XI], ... ,Xk , ... ,XI' ... , J:f+)) 
k ,1 

'"' k+i+1 ~ ~ + L.J(-l) w([Xk ' JIl], ... ,Xk ' ... , JIl, ... , J:f+)) 
k ,1 

+ L(-l)k+lw([J-k, JIl], ... ,~, ... ,Vi, ... ,J:f+)). 
k ,1 

317 

By the way we define w, the first and the third terms drop out. Also 
[Xk ' JIl] E TV M . It follows that the fourth term vanishes as well. Thus, 

dOJ(X) , ... , Ji+)) 
'"' i+k - ~ = L.J(-l) J-k(OJ(X), ... , Xi)(~' ... , Vk , ... , J:f+l)) 

k 

+ LW(Xl' ... ,X;)([Vk' JIl], ... , Vk , ... , Vi, ... , J:f+l) 
k ,1 

= (-l)idy(w(Xl' ... ,X)(~, ... , Ji+l)' 

where dy denotes the exterior differentiation along the fiber. This implies 
do = (-l)idy. and hence E: can be identified with Coo(Ai(B) 0~*(Y)), if 
we denote by ~*(Y) the bundle of the fiber harmonic forms. 
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We now proceed to compute dl . If OJ E COO(Ai(B) 0 Jr-(Y)) , then dw E 
pi+l, and 

dw(XI' ... ,Xi+l' V;, ... , Tj) 

= L(-l)k Xk(w(Xl' ... ,Xk , ... , Tj)) 
k 
" k+1 ~ ~ + L.)-l) W([Xk' XI], ... ,Xk , ... ,XI' ... , Tj) 
k ,1 

" i+I+k+1 ~ ~ + L..,,(-l) w([Xk , VI], ... ,Xk , ... ,VI, ... ,Tj) 
k,l 

= L( -l)k[Xk(w(Xl' ... ,Xk , ... , Tj)) 
k 

- L w(XI ' ... ,Xk , ... , [Xk' XI], ... , Tj)] 
I 

" k+1 ~ ~ + L..,,(-l) W([Xk' XI], ... ,Xk ' ... ,XI' ... , Tj). 
k, I 

Let \7 be the connection on TV M so that (see §4.1 where this connection is 
denoted by Y' Y ) 

This connection gives rise to a connection on the infinite-dimensional bundle 
COO (A - Y) over B , which in turn projects to a connection on Jr- (Y) ; see [Be2] 
for details. Hence 

Xk(W(XI , ... ,Xk , ... , Tj)) - L W(XI ' ... ,Xk , ... , [Xk' XI], ... , Tj) 
I 

= (\7xk OJ(XI' ... ,Xk , '" ,Xi+I)(VI , ... , Tj). 

From here we conclude that dl = 1l y d'V 71: y = d 7ty 'V7ty. Here 71: y denotes the 
projection of Coo(Ai(B) 0 Coo(A*Y)) onto COO (AiB ,Jr*(Y)) induced by the 
Hodge theorem. Therefore E~ can be identified with Hi(B, Jr*(Y)). 

Similarly we want to compute d2. Let OJ E Hi(B, Jr*(Y)). In general, we 
do not have dw E pi+2 since dlOJ = 0 implies only 71: y dw = O. Thus w is 
not a valid representative for OJ in E2 • 
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Now this is exactly where our assumption really simplifies the calculation. 
Under our assumption, d l = d'V . Further, 

dw(XI' ... , X i+2 , V;, ... , J!j_I) 

= LW([Xk , XI], ... ,Xk , ... ,XI' ... , J!j_I) 
k ,I 

'"' i+k+1 - ~ ~ = L)-l) w(XI , ... ,Xk , ... ,XI' ... ,Xi+2 ) 
k, I 

x (Q(Xk,XI ), VI'···' J!j-I) , 

where Q is the curvature operator. 
Given W as above, the formula 

Wkl(XI ' ... ,Xi+2)( V; , ... , J!j-I) 

= W(XI' ... ,Xk , ... ,XI' ... ,Xi+2)(Q(Xk' XI)' V;, ... , J!j_I) 

defines Wkl E CXJ(Ai(B) (9 COO(A*Y)). Let nB be the projection of 
Coo(Ai(B) (9 Coo(A*Y)) onto Hl(B, Jr*(Y)) induced by the Hodge theorem. 
It is clear that 

d - '"'( l)i+k+1 -2W = LJ - nBwkl · 
k, I 

When Q = 0, we have wkl = 0 and so d2 = o. Moreover, it also follows 
that d r = 0 for all r 2: 2. (This is not true if we just assume n BWkl = 0 .) This 
shows that the spectral sequence degenerates at E2 • 

An interesting special case is when one considers a locally symmetric space 
X of Q-rank one. The cross section M of a cusp has the fibration structure of 
a flat torus bundle over a compact locally symmetric space B (cf. [Mu2]). In 
[Mu2] Muller studied the L 2 -index theory on X. Among other things, Muller 
derived the following formula for the L 2 -signature of X: 

( 4.17) L 2 - sign(X) = Ix.? -L(O) - 1/211, 

where L(O) is the value of some L-function at 0 and 11 is the twisted eta 
invariant on B, see [Mu2] for details. 

On the other hand, if we apply the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer formula to the man-
ifold Y, which is obtained from X by chopping off the cusps, and take the 
adiabatic limit, we have 

( 4.18) sign(Y, BY) = Ix .? -In A II if - 1/211 - T. 

In [BC6] In A II if is shown to be exactly L(O). And by our above discussion, 

T = O. Hence we deduce 

L 2-sign(X) = sign(Y, BY). 
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ABSTRACT. We first prove an adiabatic limit formula for the rf-invariant of a 
Dirac operator, generalizing the recent work of J.-M. Bismut and J. Cheeger. 
An essential part of the proof is the study of the spectrum of the Dirac op-
erator in the adiabatic limit. A new contribution arises in the adiabatic limit 
formula, in the form of a global term coming from the (asymptotically) very 
small eigenvalues. 

We then proceed to show that, for the signature operator, these very small 
eigenvalues have a purely topological significance. In fact, we show that the 
Leray spectral sequence can be recast in terms of these very small eigenvalues. 
This leads to a refined adiabatic limit formula for the signature operator where 
the global term is identified with a topological invariant, the signature of a 
certain bilinear form arising from the Leray spectral sequence. 

As an interesting application, we give intrinsic characterization of the non-
multiplicativity of signature. 
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